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Abstract

This report details three aspects of work�in�progress involving the automatic or interactive recogin�

tion of spatial templates using constraint satisfaction techniques� The �rst section discusses the

incorporation of information about template models acquired through interactive search for tem�

plate instances into updated models� a preliminary study the complexity of the spatial template

recognition problem and determination of key problem aspects which may most immediately a�ect

this complexity� and an evaluation of the applicability of certain recent attempts to apply a gen�

eral constraint satisfaction strategy to real problems to the task of recognizing spatial template

instances�
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� Learning re�nements to Spatial Template Models

based on false�positive and false�negative examples

Spatial templates are used to model a spatial concept held in the mind of a domain expert
or set of domain experts� These templates consist of objects of varying types that share a set
of spatial relationships or constraints that have been recorded as representing the concept in
question� These templates de�ne a space of instances that ��t� the template constraints� A
situation is a set of objects of varying type and attributes arranged in a �nite area� Search
algorithms have been applied previously to attempt to locate one or all mappings from a
particular situation to a particular template �or set of templates� such that the template con�
straints are satis�ed by the mapped situation objects� In addition� previous work has focused
on developing expert�interactive search strategies and representation models for identifying
these template instances�

Due to inaccurately speci�ed templates or error in the speci�cation of a situation� it is
possible that a complete search method may locate a mapping from a template to a situation
that a domain expert may indicate is not representative of the concept the template is meant
to model� Similarly� it is possible that a complete search method my fail to locate a mapping
that a domain expert identi�es as a representative instance of the concept the template is
modeling� These cases are known as false�positive and false�negative respectively� Based
on these identi�ed error cases� we wish to modify our template model to more accurately
represent the ideal spatial concept�

One previously developed approach to dealing with uncertain template de�nitions and
�noisy� situational data is to represent the template as a hierarchy of templates� where an
�abstract� template captures the �key factors� of a spatial concept� and subsequently more
speci�c templates capture more� possibly less integral� detail of the concept� Use can be
made of this hierarchy in identifying possible template matches in situations even when the
mapping between situation and most�speci�c template is not present� Here we are interested
in learning error cases not only within a single level model� but also in determining how
re�nement at a particular level should or should not propagate to other levels of a template
hierarchy�

In this work I will discuss the role and representation of spatial templates as approxima�
tions of an ideal spatial concept� as well as outline how the use of expert�identi�ed errors
as catalysts for model re�nement corresponds to learning improved spatial templates� This
work reports ongoing research towards both interactively and automatically learning revi�
sions of spatial templates and in re�ning spatial templates represented in constraint graphs
according to rules for constructing abstract representations of these graphs which have been
applied in various domains� and reported in earlier work�
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��� The problem

�	�	� Introduction

Intelligence means getting better over time ��� Real AI means a machine that
learns ��� AI depends on computers that have real knowledge in them� Thus� the
crux of AI is in the representation of this knowledge� the content�based index�
ing and modi�cation of this knowledge through the exercise of this knowledge
�Schank ����� p� ���p� �
��

This work is about learning� Speci�cally it is about learning how to improve models
through failures of a model to ��t� or classify new� previously unseen examples� In this
section I will introduce a speci�c domain� Spatial Template Recognition �STR�� in which I
will be discussing model revision learning� and position the learning aspects of learning model
revisions in the broader context of the speci�c domain problem� In later sections I will further
examine what information needs to be learned� and discuss possible methods of integrating
this new knowledge into useful and more accurate models� This paper is intended as an
exploration of the STR problem with regards to representation and representation revision
using machine learning� I will examine current work in the domain itself� approaches to
model representation using abstraction� and learning approaches in several related areas�

STR is the problem of �nding an instance of some prede�ned con�guration of objects
that may be deployed amongst a given situation� or set of object instances� An example of
a spatial template in a two�dimensional molecular domain would be a �map� of a typical
molecule of some type that describes the molecule in terms of the relative positions� types
and orientations of the various atoms of the molecule� An example of a situation might
be some two�dimensional sample containing many instances of di�erent types of molecules�
and the question formed by STR would be� �Is there an instance of this molecule in this
solution���

Other domains for application of STR are more dynamic� for instance� consider a group
of objects on a gameboard being deployed according to some opponent strategy� During
a game� a player often would like to identify the plan of his�her opponent� While this
determination can depend heavily on the perceived context of the game at a particular
moment� the personality characteristics� experience and goals of ones opponent and upon
many other factors� a �quick� or �trigger� heuristic that suggests to us the intent of our
opponent can be our identi�cation of some representative or typical pattern in either his
movements or static board positioning� Basically� given that we understand certain �key�
board con�gurations that our opponent may wish to utilize under certain circumstances� it is
possible that we may recognize a particular board con�guration and infer that its existence
is motivated by a particular plan in our opponent�s mind�� Thus� this kind of limited pattern
recognition can be an integral component of a larger plan recognition system�

�Of course for the moment ignoring the obvious misdirection possibilities
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As a speci�c example of this opponent inference� in military deployments� units are
positioned according to speci�c goals and opposition deployments� The �group� or collective
deployment patterns are consequently representative of these goals� Typical con�gurations
include such group and activity combinations as �tank regiment in advance�� �ri�e regiment
in attack�� So� if we could take a �picture� of the current deployment positions� �lter out
any �noise� in the form of overlapping or confusing deployments� and identify the elements
involved in a particular maneuver� we have essentially completed one part of an intelligence
analyst�s task in recognition of a local plan�

�	�	� Model speci�cations

In many of the domains of STR� experts use expertise built up over a long period of time
to construct a �typical� model of each of many templates� Each of these models may be
physically represented or held mentally by individual experts� To varying degrees these
models cover a breadth of example instances in their domain� and essentially capture an
elaborated domain concept as is described formally in the literature of machine learning� one
instance of which is Anthony � Biggs ������� Typically� one standardized generalization is
accepted or agreed upon as canonical� and is often referred to as if it were a �de�nition�
of a particular concept for other more naive initiates to the domain� Often these canonical
de�nitions include speci�c details of the variation allowed within the concept� For instance�
a concept in the military domain might de�ne a deployment pattern composed of individual
units each related to some subset of the others according to spatial constraints� These
constraints could be rigid such as �The lead unit must be ahead of the trailing unit�� or
�exible as is the case in �lead unit A must be between � and �� km of lead unit B�� The later
range�constraint is referred to as �exible in this context since it has its tolerance encoded
directly� Of course this �exible constraint is still �hard� in the sense that anything �however
slightly� outside �� km or inside � km will result in a failed constraint� These arbitrary
cut�o� points rarely re�ect the real�world situation� and we will see subsequently how to
handle these more smoothly using abstracted concept de�nitions�

�	�	� Learning as model revision

Given a concept or template de�nition including both rigid and �exible constraints� we may
attempt to systematically �either manually or automatically� identify these template in�
stances in a speci�c situation by locating a set of object instances that satis�es all of our
template constraints�� If a particular template concept �exceeds� in some sense the �true�
modeled object concept� then some positive matches may be made which would be classi�ed
in the negative by some �oracle� or expert� If the concept expression is unduly restrictive�
then some instance groupings that the expert would classify as positive are identi�ed nega�

�Unfortunately� there are an exponential number of possible sets of object instance mappings to template
slots�
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tively based on the model� The role learning may play in such a framework is to integrate
these misclassi�cations identi�ed by an expert into the current concept model so that these
and hopefully other unseen examples are classi�ed correctly� Essentially we are interested
in revising a given model to more accurately re�ect the expert�s belief about the concept in
question� This model revision will be the �rst half of the focus of this paper�

�	�	� Abstracting models

The inaccuracy of expert knowledge modeling has been a concern in the design of most
expert systems� and the problems of spatial template inaccuracy have been discussed brie�y
in the work of both Woods �����a� and Lapointe � Prouix ������� In Lapointe � Prouix
������� the problem is addressed by matching templates to situations probabilistically based
on the existing template de�nition� thus hopefully avoiding the �model too restrictive� fail�
ures by at least classifying the �missed� case as possible in some measure� and avoiding the
�model too accepting� problem of too many matches by some ordering based on a measure
of the template�situation �t� In contrast� Woods �����a� proposes a template concept rep�
resentation model where the spatial templates are described not by a single constraint based
description� but rather by a connected hierarchy of concept models� This hierarchy de�nes
a concept at ordered levels of speci�city� much as people might hierarchically de�ne objects
within classes� For instance� the chair on which you are sitting might be considered most
abstractly a member of some class �say� chair� and more speci�cally as a member of the a
subclass �say� o�ce chair� and then most speci�cally �say� as a member of the subsubclass
computer o�ce chair� Within this framework we have three levels of expression of the con�
cept �your chair�� each conceivably more speci�c than its predecessor� The intent here is
that in absence of complete context� we might bene�t by �rst trying to identify your perch
as a �chair� before jumping ahead and trying �o�ce chair�� We may consider that the es�
sential �chairness� of the concept is encoded in the most abstract model� and the additional
�o�ceness� is then mapped from chair to o�ce�chair� Thus� we �rst identify the chairness of
an object and then attempt to re�ne this further according to possible speci�ed mapping�s�
in a particular hierarchical concept de�nition�

This abstracted concept model maps well to the approach of a human expert in the spatial
template identi�cation domain� This expert tends to look for key �or obvious� features of a
template �like four legs of a chair� for instance� and then attempts to resolve additional detail
if possible� essentially �zooming in� with a conceptual magnifying glass� In this way� the
expert could be said to be forming an abstract model in their mind of what a �match� looks
like in terms of carefully but loosely de�ned spatial relationships and other key relationships
among the objects�

	



�	�	
 Inaccuracy in representation and perception

Some of our earlier work �Woods ����a� Woods ����b� has focused on attempting to model
these templates in consultation with real experts in an e�ort to construct an automated tool
to assist in the recognition of these templates in object sets that are often very large� and
which may quite possibly be full of error and inaccuracy with respect to object instance
position� orientation� or other vital characteristics� Thus we see that the STR problem
faces inaccuracy at both ends� in the modeling of a particular template concept� and in the
perception of the object instance world in which we wish to identify some concept model�

Using a hierarchically speci�ed template concept� a template match may be made at a
very abstract level based on only �key� or obvious features� This parallels the concept of
viewing an object at a distance where only the outline or �largest� or most �vivid� details
stand out� Essentially we get an idea of what an object is at this distance� and then move
closer for more detail and re�ne our belief somewhat� One can imagine in this way trying
to analyze a large situation with many di�erent template instances� and examining the
situation by focusing in on speci�c details when examining one possible match� and then
essentially taking a step back to view the whole situation at a higher level� This process
of �zooming in� to resolve speci�c objects from the larger palette� and �zooming out� for
the larger perspective follows the divide and conquer method that has long been suggested
as a sensible way to attack many problems where the complexity of the whole task seems
insurmountable� More will be said about this approach later in this paper�

�	�	� Learning and hierarchies

Model revision was discussed earlier in this section� but now we are faced with an even more
di�cult problem� that of learning revision to a hierarchical model� Misclassi�cations may
result in model revisions at a certain abstract level that may �or may not� need to propagate
to other levels of the hierarchical concept representation� The examination of some of the
various propagation possibilities will form the crux of this paper�

��� Spatial template representation at a single level

�	�	� Template models and constraint graphs

A typical model of an expert�s beliefs about a particular spatial template as outlined in Sec�
tion ����� may be modeled as a graph of constraints amongst the elements or the template�
For instance� a molecule might be composed of atoms which obey positional constraints
amongst themselves� The �structure� imposed by these constraints is the essential �tem�
plateness� of the de�nition� Figure � details a simple template capture in a constraint graph
consisting of three nodes� � constraints between pairs of nodes� and four constraints on var�
ious nodes� The constraints on a single node represent a constraint that a node or slot
maintain a particular attribute� in this case �type� is represented by one of three possible
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Figure �� A simple template de�nition via a constraint graph�





colorings of the nodes� and another attribute or attribute set �including for example� �size��
might be represented by a re�exive arc on each node� The spatial constraints of the template
are represented as constraints among the nodes� for instance� C�A�B� might specify that A
and B must be between � and � km apart perhaps� These constraints need not be binary�
and may involve more complex relationships about relative positions� A legend in the �gure
identi�es clearly the possible attribute values for �size� and �type��

�	�	� Template instance identi�cation

Given such a template representation we wish now to attempt to locate instances in a
given situation� such as that portrayed in Figure �� In this situation� we have fourteen
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Figure �� A situation in which template instances may be found�

objects� each either big or small in size� and each �typed� in one of three ways� just as
our template de�nition earlier was typed� Now� if we had speci�ed precisely the constraints
C�A�B�� C�B�C� and C�C�A� of Figure �� we could have attempted to locate an assignment
of situation objects to template nodes that satis�ed the constraint set� Each such satisfying
assignment would have constituted a solution to our template model de�nition� For instance�
if we took the constraints in the template of Figure � as representing physical distance as
drawn� then we could observe that one solution �mapping� or assignment from template
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node to situation object would be� �A�B�C� � ��������� While the problem of locating
all of these mappings is NP�complete�� the complexity of this problem does not necessarily
indicate that in certain domains a search�based approach will not su�ce� For a detailed
discussion of the search and performance aspects of solving this and other similar Constraint
Satisfaction Problems �CSPs�� the reader is referred our earlier work in Woods �����a� and
that of Prosser ������ and van Run ������� A discussion of the complexity of this problem
in relation to some other related �hard� problems such as graph and subgraph isomorphism
may be found in Section ��

�	�	� Template instance misclassi�cation and learning

Section ����� motivates the importance of learning in such a matching system� Since our
template model is only an approximation of some concept� it must be able to change to
accommodate new information about the concept� Since our system is a classifying one� it
may err in one of two ways�

� It may identify a mapping between the template and situation objects as a template
match that some oracle or expert denies is a �true� instance of the concept to be
modeled� i�e� a false positive example�

� It may fail to identify some particular mapping of situation objects that an expert
identi�es as a �true� instance of our template concept� i�e� a false negative example�

Figure � depicts this system of an automatic Model Matcher identifying a false�positive model
match of a template concept in a situation� The Expert Classi�er �or oracle� identi�es the
positive match as false� and the expert can potentially explain this identi�cation in terms of
a possible revision� In various domains� one or the other of these classi�cation errors may
be thought of as �more important� than the other� however� for the purposes of this paper
we will consider them equally bad� and we would like to be able to modify our model to
properly classify these examples with the hope that our template will more accurately model
the concept� and thus learn from these examples�

Case �� False negative example model revision How can we change our model� Well
it is immediately apparent that false positive examples suggest a �tightening up� of the model
so that it is more restrictive� and false negative examples suggest a �loosening� of the model
to that it is more accepting� at least for the case of the new examples� If we also assume
that the model that we have so�far is still valuable and representative in most cases� then we
will want to perturb our existing model as little as possible� Speci�cally� in Figure �� we see
the space of all possible situations that would be categorized positively by the template as
opposed to those that �should� be categorized positively according to some �ideal� expert
or oracle from which we wish to learn to improve our template� The initial template space

�For example� consider a reduction to graph coloring� which is a special case of CSP�
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exceeds the expert or ideal concept space in certain areas� thus allowing for the existence
of false�positive classi�cations� and the expert space exceeds the template space in some
areas� thus allowing for false�negative classi�cations� Figure � shows how we might like to
improve on our model so that the identi�ed errors are accommodated� As is made clear

All Possible Situation Configurations

Actual Concept Space (Expert)

Initial Template Space

x
x Revised Template Space

false−negative
instance included
by revision

false−positive
instance excluded
by revision

Figure �� The revised coverage of a template vs actual concept�

from this �gure� there is a possibility that changing the space to attempt to accommodate
a single false�positive example or false�negative example may result in a space coverage that
also excludes or includes other than the intended examples� Essentially we are changing the
shape of the space and excluding or including whole ranges of situations� not necessarily only
those that we wish to a�ect� A question arises as to how we may learn our new example�s��
and yet minimally change the existing template concept in some sense�

In the case of a false�negative� we will wish to allow our model to be more accommodating�
Essentially we wish to �relax� some aspect of our model so that the excluded example is
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included� Since we are assuming that our initial model is �largely� correct and only needs to
be re�ned� we also assume that a false�negative example� classi�ed as a positive instance by
an expert� is a �near�miss� to our model� In terms of CSPs� a �near�miss� essentially means
that some subset of the total constraint set failed to be satis�ed during the situation matching
process andor some nodes failed to be matched to situation objects� These �failures� are at
least partially known as a result of the failure of the matching process �i�e� the �reason� for
the failure� is the constraint that was determined to not be satis�ed� or the node that had
no acceptable situation object correspondence��

We would like to relax our model �minimally� in some sense in order to include the
given example� In Freuder � Wallace ������� the concept of Partial Constraint Satisfaction
Problems �PCSP� is introduced in order to systematically de�ne the relaxation of constraint
satisfaction problems� Our problem of matching the given template �essentially the CSP
de�nition� to the given situation �essentially de�ning the domain of the variables or nodes
in the template� requires that we locate a �minimally� simpler template or CSP de�nition
that will accommodate our new example� In essence� there are three ways in which a CSP
or template may be �relaxed� or simpli�ed�

�� The domain of a particular variable can be extended to include more domain values�
In our context� this means that the node constraints on size or type may be relaxed to
allow for additional possibilities�

�� A variable or constraint may be removed from the original CSP� Essentially� either
some node or some constraint in the template is dropped from the concept de�nition
entirely�

�� The domain of a constraint may be enlarged� A constraint on spatial distance� for
example� might be changed from �between � and � kilometres� to �between � and �
kilometres��

In Figure 	 we consider the original CSP as the common root of a graph representing all
possible relaxations of that CSP� Each node in the graph represents simpler CSPs obtained
by applying a sequence of relaxations� This graph is not a tree since application of relaxation
steps in di�erent orders can give the same PCSP as a result� We may make use of this PCSP
space by searching in some fashion through it for the ��rst� relaxed CSP that classi�es our
example properly� Subject to the approval of some template revision expert� this relaxation
could replace the previous template de�nition� In Yang � Fong ������� we see an application
of this relaxation technique that heuristically searches for relaxed solutions in a scheduling
environment� providing solutions that are �closest� to those desired in the sense that a
problem is solved that is �minimally changed� from the original problem�

In this fashion� search can yield many possible relaxations that also satisfy our demand
of accommodating the new example� Relaxed CSPs at the same �level� of the PCSP space
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might be considered �equivalently relaxed� in some sense� or perhaps relaxations of con�
straints might be preferred over relaxations involving node removal� Further� the de�nition
of what exactly constitutes a �constraint relaxation� will need to be clari�ed at some length�
since spatial constraints are often continuous� and a step by step relaxation suggests some
discrete relaxation of a constraint at one step� The decision about which relaxation�s� to
�prefer� can be extremely important since the perturbation of the �space� of situation ex�
amples made to accommodate the single example may have allowed for many other possible
matches� some of which are undesirable� Since we are using the template as a �memory� of
previously seen examples and not using the previous examples explicitly we wish to avoid as
much as possible changing the space so that previously �correctly� rejected negative examples
are now included�

What we have identi�ed with this relaxation technique is a general approach to �min�
imally� relaxing our CSP �or template� de�nition so as to learn a new CSP �or template�
de�nition that accommodates a new false positive example� Of concern is that the relaxation
used in the re�nement �makes sense� with regards to our concept in question� Simply using
the minimal relaxation may accommodate the change with little adjustment to the actual
model� however� selection of the actual constraint or set of constraints that should be used
in this change is best accomplished when approved as sensible by a domain expert or oracle
if available� What needs to be done in future work is to further identify the way in which
these relaxations are speci�ed in terms of allowable and desirable constraint relaxations�
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Case �� False positive example model revision In the case that we wish to learn a
false positive case into our concept model� we are faced with a problem symmetric to the
false negative case in that we wish to create a model that is minimally �in some sense�
more restrictive as opposed to more relaxed� We may apply our PCSP space generation and
search approach precisely as before� with the exception that now we will restrict the CSP
at each stage of the PCSP space generation� A candidate template for replacing the current
template is one that is �minimally restricted� from the original� and yet successfully excludes
the false�positive example� From the previous example we can see that there are three ways
in which a CSP or template may be �restricted��

�� The domain of a particular variable can be restricted to include less domain values�
For instance� the node constraints on size or type may be restricted to allow for fewer
possibilities�

�� A variable or constraint may be added to the original CSP� This is problematic since
without further contextual information� it seems to make little sense to randomly in�
sert a constraint or variable� There are at least two interesting options at this point�
we can refer back to the domain expert to suggest a constraint� variable� or set of
constraints and variables to add to restrict the template further� or� we can attempt
to incorporate some other learning algorithm here that might be able to identify com�
monalities amongst other positive examples that would exclude this negative example�
We will leave the second option for future research and mention it here only as a point
of interest�

�� The domain of a constraint might be reduced� A constraint on spatial distance� for
example� might be changed from �between � and � kilometres� to �between � and �
kilometres��

As was the case for the false negative example� the perturbation of a template based
on a single example with the intent of accommodating that example a�ects more than
the small part of the situation space indicated by the single example� Excluding a false
positive essentially reduces the space covered by the template model and could possibly
exclude previously �correctly� identi�ed positive examples� The conception of �minimally�
perturbing the model applies equally well in this case� however� there are no guarantees about
the space more accurately re�ecting the �true� concept that are immediately apparent� The
key to the utilization of this PCSP relaxation and restriction approach is that the expert
guides the process and is in a position to verify the model frequently�

It is interesting to note that in the false�negative case� we may obtain an explicit machine�
generated explanation of the failure of a particular match based on the constraint values when
the mapping from template to situation objects is made� This machine�generated �partial�
explanation might potentially be used as a starting point for model revision� However� in
the false�positive case� the expert is identifying a particular instance where the automated
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matching process succeeded� consequently the explanation of the model failure must come
entirely from the expert� and any automatic restricting process would start without any
possible �helpful� starting point�

��� Spatial template representation with multiple levels

To this point we have envisaged the template�based concept approximation at a single level
represented by a CSP� We have attempted to show that this single level CSP could be
re�ned through a learning process based on the concept of selecting minimally relaxed or
minimally restricted versions of the original CSP in a PCSP space� In practical application�
the single level template model we have described as an approximation of the actual template
concept has several important failings� First� the initial error in de�ning the template based
on expert information is often inaccurate in practice� In a domain where there are only a
few positive examples to work with in re�nement� this initial lack of knowledge can serious
impair the accuracy of the matching process� Second� the situation that is being matched
often contains information that is only partially known �for instance not all objects are
typed or sized correctly� if at all�� and when it is known� it may be only probable rather than
certain� Consequently� the matching process may be attempting to identify poorly de�ned
templates with �noisy� situations� If our matching process was very �rigid� and discounted
all but certain matches we would be in trouble since this circumstance might rarely occur�
In Section ����� the concept of abstracting the template model so as to allow for partial
matching was outlined as one way to help alleviate the problem of identifying matches in
uncertain circumstances�

The PCSP space introduced in Section ����� and detailed in Figure 	 can be utilized as
a framework on which to build a hierarchy for a particular template concept� In building a
PCSP space� we have constructed an abstraction space in which the least constrained PCSPs
are the most abstract� and the most constrained PCSPs are the most speci�c instances of
this CSP� However� there are many possible versions of the least constrained PCSPs� How
do we di�erentiate amongst these in some fashion� What we would wish to do is to arrange
these PCSPs into a more systematic hierarchy where some domain knowledge can be used
to structure the hierarchy that we will use to de�ne a template concept�

Consider that we could extract the �key� or �critical� information from a CSP� and form
a �most abstract� PCSP �call it PCSP��� which encapsulated this knowledge� Next� we
extract several common distinguishing features or identi�ers which would re�ect the way in
which the set of partial solutions is limited� Each of these sets of distinguishing features is
applied to PCSP�� as an inverse instance of the previously described relaxation techniques�
speci�cally we can now add a variable� restrict a variable domain� or restrict a constraint
domain� Essentially we now construct the more constrained PCSP��� then PCSP��� and
�nally our complete problem� CSP� Figure 	 on page �� outlines this process� The number
of stages or the groupings of the sets of �making stricter� actions can be dependent on a
particular problem� and on the typical features or keys of that domain�
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The advantage of this concept de�nition as a systematic structuring of the hierarchy of
PCSPs is that a constraint satisfaction approach which solved PCSP�� �rst resulting in a
set S� of solutions� then attempted to solve PCSP�� for S� given the initial starting point
as each of the solutions in S�� and so on� would essentially have the quality of iteratively
re�ning rough or partial solutions into speci�c or total ones� The e�ort spent arriving at the
set S� is not spent again in solving for set S�� as we build on the work done before� We are
attempting to deal with the possibly �awed template model and the uncertain situational
information by �rst attempting to identify instances that seems to satisfy the �key aspects�
of the template� without additional detail� These �key aspects� may be thought of as the
�minimally su�cient� portions of the template that would suggest a possible instance� Thus�
�rough� matches are found �rst based on key indications� and then these rough matches are
resolved by attempting to resolve the initial match into a match with the less�abstract tem�
plate model in the hierarchy� This process can be repeated for as many levels of abstraction
that are de�ned� We then have an iterative�improvement method for matching� where extra
work provides more con�dence in certain matches over others based on the identi�cation or
absence of less�abstract template features in the situation�

The process described above works very much in a top�down manner� solving PCSP��
giving set S�� then re�ning S� in solving PCSP�� giving S�� �nally re�ning S� in solving
CSP� giving our �nal solution set� One obvious di�culty with such an approach is that it
�nds all of the PCSP�� solutions in S� before attempting to �nd any solution elements for
S�� for example� Basically each level is completely solved before the subsequent level in a
breadth��rst type of manner� This approach has the advantage that if search were halted
at an arbitrary point in time� all of the �best�so�far� answers are on the same level� It has
the disadvantage that time spent searching the less constrained CSPs might have resulted in
more concrete solutions� In Woods ������� a tradeo� search strategy known as �Left�Wedge�
is described for exploring the multiple level of abstraction solution space which progresses
downwards towards more concrete solutions� AND from left to right through the solutions
at each level at the same time� This strategy is a variation on A� search which can provide
us with both concrete solutions and less concrete solutions as more time is spent searching�

To some extent� the selection of an approach for this type of search depends highly on
the way in which we would wish to take advantage of interaction with the user during search�
It is conceivable in a certain case that a user may wish to view and prioritize or eliminate
higher level solutions in order to guide the discovery of concrete solutions�

Figure 
 details one level of an abstract concept de�nition based on our earlier template
example� In this �gure we see an abstract or generalized template labelled TA �� and a
more speci�c or specialized template labelled TA �� Between these two templates is the
�hierarchical glue� that maps both from specialized to general and general to specialized�
detailing the exact operations �relaxing operations from specialized to general� and restricting
operations from general to specialized� that de�ne a path in the PCSP space that has been
identi�ed at initial template de�nition time as representative of the �key features� and
�subsequent evidence� for this template�
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We can see that hierarchical speci�cations improve over single level speci�cation for
locating spatial templates in at least the following ways�

� The inaccuracy inherent in the representation of spatial templates and in the represen�
tation of situations makes a single�level model very brittle or rigid in terms of searching
for mappings with a situation� and consequently particularly subject to errors in clas�
si�cation even in near�miss cases�

� The hierarchical structure provides a degree of �Anytime�ness� to the matching process�
and allows us to iteratively improve con�dence in solutions with additional e�ort in
search�

� Abstraction support a model of interaction of user and search� particularly with the
anytime search�and�re�ne type of approach� Matching can be done in an �intuitive�
top�down fashion from �key factors� to �additional detail�� thus providing matches at
the greatest degree of detail or con�dence possible� but still providing partial �abstract�
matches in the absence of either time to search further� or when the template or
situation error has prevented more detailed identi�cation�

Our template model now has multiple levels� with the levels mapped by connecting �func�
tions�� While this new structure may provide �exibility in recognition in noisy situations and
may still provide �high level� matches when a complete match is non�existent� the problem
of re�ning a template model based on expert identi�ed false�positive or false�negative cases
has become signi�cantly more complex� In the next section we will outline the cases that
present themselves� and suggest a starting point for a method of learning by re�nement of
our model�

��� Re�nement of abstracted template models

Many earlier works in designing abstraction models in other domains including Sacerdoti
���
��� Yang � Tenenberg ������� Christensen ������� Woods ������� and Yang� Tenen�
berg � Woods ������ often involved speci�cation of abstraction hierarchies with no speci�c
connection between the hierarchical levels� Other work in abstraction and philosophy has
suggested that this type of abstraction is a poor re�ection of the way people form abstrac�
tions� A richer model that is often described� for instance in Holte� Zimmer � MacDonald
������ and Holte� Zimmer � MacDonald ������� is one where the �mapping� between layers
is at least partially speci�ed� Further� this mapping in describing all or part of the way in
which one level of speci�cation can be transformed into another� provides a perfect frame�
work in which changes in one level of a hierarchical model may be re�ected in other adjacent
levels� E�ectively� changing our belief about what constitutes an accurate generalized de�
scription of a concept may a�ect what we believe is an accurate speci�c description of that
same concept� Further� a change in belief about a speci�c description may entail a change
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in a generalization� Accommodating these changes in belief about an accurate depiction or
representation of a domain concept into the representation itself is precisely what we mean
as �learning� within a hierarchical spatial template model�

The process of identifying template matches or partial matches in a situation was de�
scribed in the previous section as a �top�down� method� where the most abstract model is
matched to a situation before a less abstract model� Further� any abstract matches are re�
�ned according the the mapping to less�abstract detailed in the �hierarchical glue�� Rather
than a single case covering each of �false positive� or �false negative� matching� we now
have the more complicated problem of determining how to modify our entire �hierarchy�
based on expert identi�ed errors at various points in the hierarchy� Identi�ed changes to a
level of the hierarchy may imply the need to propagate these or similar changes upwards or
downward� or in some cases� even suggest the creation or deletion of a level of the hierarchy�
While these decisions seem to be best made by an expert� we are interested in identifying
the most likely or sensible changes� We will discuss a hierarchy that has at least three�levels�
In such a hierarchy� it is conceivable that changes to one level may need to propagate up�
down� or both up and down in the hierarchy� We will refer to the levels as abstract� middle�
and speci�c for simplicity� The classi�cation problems we will wish to accommodate in our
model re�nement approach to learning are�

�� False�positive at abstract� In this case we are identifying that we may wish to restrict
a part of the model that is parent to more speci�c parts� Essentially� we are stating
that the most abstract model speci�cation is too abstract� The question is� do we wish
to propagate this �restriction� downwards in our hierarchy� and if so� how far down�
Certainly a restriction may have to be re�ected in the �hierarchical glue� mapping� even
if a restriction is not made at the more speci�c level� It is possible that a restriction
at an �upper� level may render the level change to the subsequent level of little or no
use� and the levels may most sensibly be merged�

�� False�negative at abstract� The most abstract model speci�cation has failed to ac�
commodate an expert identi�ed instance that should succeed� The abstract model is
supposed to encompass the �key indicators� of the model� and the failure to accom�
modate a positive example indicates that the abstract model must be relaxed further�
This further relaxation could potentially be propagated downwards in the hierarchy as
other relaxations� or even suggest that a new level in the hierarchy be created above
the current level�

�� False�positive at middle� As was the case for abstract� relaxations may need to propa�
gate downward causing one or more relaxed lower levels� Additionally� a relaxation may
indicate that a key�feature of the model that exists at a more abstract level should also
be relaxed� In this case� changes would propagate upward via the hierarchical mapping
function�
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�� False�negative at middle� Once again� as was the case for abstract� restrictions may
need to propagate downward causing one or more restricted lower levels� In addition�
a restriction may indicate key�feature of the model that exists at a more abstract
level should also be restricted� In this case� changes would propagate upward via the
hierarchical mapping function�

�� False�positive at speci�c� There will be no relaxations pass downwards� however� they
potentially could pass upwards one or more levels�

	� False�negative at speci�c� There will be no restrictions pass downwards� however� they
potentially could pass upwards one or more levels�

Hard and fast rules are not immediately clear regarding how these hierarchies should
re�ne in each situation� It is obvious that in absence of a better understanding about how
the �space� of example instances by the model is a�ecting by changing the model in one
direction or other� we must rely primarily on the expert for determining the degree of inter�
level change that is supported for a particular model change� However� it would seem that
there are two primary cases for inter�level re�nement�

�� False�Negative adjustment to a level� implying in�level space expansion

�a� Upward propagation of restriction� implying that the upper level�s� are similarly
�or partially similarly� restricted� Essentially if the more abstract level is function�
ing as expected� this likely is not necessary� and a misclassi�cation of the speci�c
does not seem to imply a necessary misclassi�cation of the general� particularly
if the misclassi�cation was noted by the expert during a top�down search�

�b� Downward propagation of restriction� implying the lower level�s� are similarly
restricted� Essentially is would seem to make sense that a restriction of the
abstract should restrict the speci�c in the case that a relevant mapping exists
from abstract to speci�c for the adjust problem aspect or constraint a�ected� As
an example� consider modifying an abstract such as chair to include only those
things with four legs� changed from a previous description of three� If the abstract
now has four� subsequent more speci�c versions of this concept such as o�ce�chair
should have four also�

�� False�Positive adjustment to a level� implying in�level space shrinkage

�a� Upward propagation of relaxation� implying that upper level�s� are similarly �or
partially similarly� relaxed� Once again� it would appear that if the abstract level
is functioning correctly the expert would not wish to re�ect these speci�c changes
at that abstract level�

�b� Downward propagation� implying that lower level�s� are similarly relaxed� Once
more� a change at the abstract would seem to imply an appropriate change at the
speci�c if applicable�
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The determination of revision in a hierarchy is certainly an open question� and the devel�
opment of some experimental evidence and further investigation into representation change
of a concept which is described at several connected levels of abstraction simultaneously is
certainly warranted�

��� Summary

�	
	� Why is this work learning�

We are faced in this work with a problem of re�ning an expert�de�ned model based upon
subsequent examples that fail to �t the current model� Learning new versions of the model
when past examples incorporated into the model either no longer are available for direct eval�
uation� or when these past examples are already represented in an expert�s mental model
di�ers dramatically from learning from a set pool of examples� as is the case with Proba�
bly Approximately Correct �PAC� learning theory as described in Anthony � Biggs �������
What is important in this work is re�nement that accommodates a given counter�example�
while perturbing the existing concept de�nition minimally� or if possible� perturbing the
existing concept de�nition exactly enough to accommodate the new �class� of problems rep�
resented by the given counter�example� In the ideal case� a counter�example identi�ed a
single constraint error in some template and a single relaxation or restriction of this con�
straint is identi�ed and made in the template model� In less ideal cases� we have to somehow
select one of many possible relaxations or restrictions that will accommodate the new infor�
mation� At this point� expert interaction in the process seems advisable if additional domain
information or examples are unavailable� We have attempted to outline the major issues and
problems in developing an interactive system for re�ning both single�level and hierarchical
template models of spatial concepts�

The general conception of a problem as a graph of constraints and the associated solution
set of this graph within a particular situation or domain value set is very powerful� Learning
changes to a single�level constraint graph representation from single examples is problematic�
especially when considering coverage of previously accommodated examples� Determination
of problem aspects for relaxation or restriction is heavily domain dependent� and the speci��
cation of explicit candidate problem aspects such as slot removal� speci�c constraint removal
or adjustment and degree of restriction�relaxation needs to be determined by an expert ei�
ther prior to use of any re�nement method� or during re�nement� The addition of problem
aspects such as slots or constraints would appear to be a very di�cult problem without
many examples present� however� the possible application of a �meta�learning� approach to
determining additive components would appear to be an interesting area of future research�

Certainly the de�nition of a concept approximation such as a spatial template is often
intended to �outlive� a particular expert or set of experts� and essentially serve as a de�nition
of the concept to future users or experts� Consequently� model re�nements may also be
viewed as a transformation from an approximation of a concept held of one user set to an
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approximation of a �possibly di�erent� concept held by another user set� Similarly� if one
spatial template represents a concept A� then if another �known to be similar but slightly
di�erent� concept B has no currently known representation� then accepting some spatial
template representing A as an approximation of B and then modifying it by example to be
closer to an approximation of B seems a sensible approach when speci�c information about
concept B is unavailable�

�	
	� Additional Related work

As mentioned� the before�revision template is an approximation of a concept based on ex�
perience and previously encountered examples� essentially it is a form of memory of both of
these� Wasserman ������ describes the problem of revising a �memory�based� model based
on a single example as the stability�plasticity dilemma� The dilemma essentially is whether
or not a model can remain plastic enough to incorporate new examples as they arrive and
yet retain stability needed to ensure that previous example adjustments are not lost� In�
corporation of a new pattern by changing a model may result in the model misclassifying
examples it classi�ed correctly previously� and essentially get no closer in approximating the
ideal concept� Wasserman ����� points out that in some domains� neural networks have
been shown in such cases of temporal instability to never converge to the desired concept�
As a solution� Wasserman ����� describes Adaptive Resonance Theory �ART� as a way
of �distributing� the cumulative or past�experience �memory� so that subsequent examples
have only �local� e�ect and thus do not in a single stroke replace previous knowledge� In a
sense the cumulative existing model is preferred of immediacy of a new example� This same
type of behavior is essentially re�ected in the �minimal� accommodation of templates to the
new examples that has been discussed earlier in this work�

A problem with many similarities to learning constraint graphs based on new information
is reported in Lam � Bacchus �����a� and Lam � Bacchus �����b�� In these works� Bayesian
Networks are learned based on the �Minimal Description Length �MDL�� principle� The
MDL principle is based on the idea that the best model of a collection of data items is the
model that minimizes the sum of�

�� the length of the encoding of the model� and

�� the length of the encoding of the data given the model�

both of which can be measured in bits� A good example of this principle is given in Lam �
Bacchus �����a�� for polynomial learning based on n points in the plane� Essentially� to �nd
a function or model that precisely �ts these points� n� � numbers are required representing
the coe�cients of the polynomial� and these represent the ��rst item� encoding of the model�
Additionally� the store the data given this polynomial �the second item�� n x�coordinates are
required so that the n y coordinates could be computed from the model� Consequently the
sum of the description lengths would be �n�� times the number of bits required to store the
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numbers for some precision� Now� another model might use a lower order polynomial� say of
some order k � n� and thus only k � � numbers are required to store the coordinates ��rst
item�� Now� the data points can be speci�ed by specifying the x�coordinates� however� this
model will not �t the data precisely� and there is going to be some error ei between the yi
value computed for each xi and the actual y�coordinate of the i�th data point� yi� To encode
the data points� these error factors would need to be stored along with the x�coordinates
�item ��� Clearly it is possible that there may be some polynomial of degree k � n that
yields the minimum description length�

Essentially the MDL conception is an alternative to our de�nition of �minimal� as the
least possible number of restrictions or relaxations in the PCSP space� Since we do not have
the previous examples stored explicitly in the model as speci�ed� it is di�cult to establish
how to calculate the MDL for template revision� Lam � Bacchus �����a� de�nes the two
item calculation of MDL for Bayesian Networks� and thus prefers models in a search space
of possible learned models accordingly� An interesting future work would be to attempt to
de�ne the MDL in terms of constraint graphs�

In Lam � Bacchus �����c�� the earlier work is extended to account for re�ning an existing
network based on new data �or examples�� The focus in this work is on taking advantage of
local revision where possible �since new data may often be localized in the existing Bayesian
Network�� This work is re�ective of the work presented here in that they attempt to preserve
as much as possible of the original network as is consistent with the new data� Ideally this is
exactly what we would like for template revision� The learned Bayesian structure is desired
to be be as simple as possible� to be similar to the original structure� and to accurately
represent the distribution of the new data� In the paradigm of this paper� �as simple as
possible� re�ects into the abstract representation in some sense � perhaps the idea of not
adding new constraints� but rather modifying existing ones parallels this concept� The
aspect of �similar to the original structure� maps directly to our concept of least relaxed or
restricted in the PCSP space� and �accurately represent ���� covers our requirement that the
new example be encompassed by the new model� What is lacking in our work to make this
kind of mathematical evaluation of a �minimal� change to a model is evaluation functions
for change� and a method of representing how individual previous examples are re�ected in
a new model�

�	
	� Conclusion

I have examined here the revision of spatial template represented as constraint graphs as
an attempt to learning the �ideal� spatial concept held by one or more domain expert�s��
Further� I have attempted to outline the issues in attempting to incorporate these revisions
into a more complex hierarchical template model� While this is certainly a work in progress�
it is clear that learning revisions to hierarchical models is both important and di�cult�
particularly when the exact context of examples is not immediately apparent� The presence
of an expert can e�ectively guide the learning process through these �holes�� however� the
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issue of what general and domain knowledge needs to be modeled in order to automatically
make these types of decisions is an open question� In essence� we are asking the very hard
question �What do we need to know about the domain� knowledge representation� spatial
problems� and learning itself to be able to successfully re�ne our model��� In the absence
of all of the pieces of this puzzle� this work is directed towards obtaining an interactive�
but intelligently�guided system that supports spatial template model revision and instance
identi�cation�
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� Graph Isomorphism � Relationship to the Spatial

Template Recognition problem

This work describes the work of Lubiw ����� with reference to subsequent literature from
the perspective of investigating Spatial Template Recognition�

Spatial Template Recognition �STR� is an interesting problem with application to many
di�erent domains� including intelligence analysis and �high level� problems in machine vision�
Essentially� a human concept with many spatial aspects and a high degree of variability is
represented according to some scheme� and instances of this concept are located in a possibly
�dirty� or �noisy� situation� A natural way of modeling STR is as a Constraint Satisfaction
Problem �CSP�� While CSP in general is NP�Complete� in practice certain characteristics
of spatial problems have been exploited to make realistic problems solvable in reasonable
amounts of time� Of concern is whether these results will �scale up� to larger templates and
situations�

Graph Isomorphism �GI� is a well�studied� related problem that has yet to be shown to
be a member of the class NP�Complete� It represents a class of problems known as �GI�
Complete�� hypothesized to be �simpler� on the basis of certain problem characteristics� In
this work these characteristics are discussed with reference to similar aspects of STR� and
several related problems are examined with emphasis on problem complexity� Of particular
interest is the fact that GI has been shown to have both �restricted� and �relaxed� versions
that are NP�Complete� A version of restricted STR based on �spatial locality restrictions�
has been demonstrated to be particularly e�cient� and it seems possible that this restricted
problem may have a complexity related to restricted GI� This paper introduces some of the
main problem aspects of GI and some other closely related problems and serves as a basis
for future more detailed analysis of STR complexity�

��� Problem Introduction

Static Spatial Template Recognition in Situation �STR� which has been an active
area of interest for practical application across various domains is de�ned in Section ����
Section ��� outlines an approach to solving of STR with a complete search strategy� Various
formulations of theGraph Isomorphism �GI� problem are described in Sections ������������
and analogies between STR and these formulations are shown in Section ������ In Section ���
the results shown in Lubiw ����� are outlined� and several restrictions and generalizations
of GI subsequent to Lubiw ����� are discussed� Lubiw ����� observes that GI may be
representative of a class of problems know as GI�Complete that is in NP�� but neither in P

�P represents the class of problems that are deterministically solvable in time polynomially related to
the problem input� NP represents the class of problems solvable in non�deterministic polynomial time� Two
problems are polynomially related if an encoding of either can be transformed into an encoding of the other
in polynomial time� NP�Complete represents a class of problems in NP with the property that if any one
NP�complete problem can be solved in polynomial time� then every problem in NP has a polynomial�time
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nor in NP�Complete� In addition� Lubiw ����� and Booth � Colbourn ���

� describe a
breadth of problems polynomially equivalent to GI� and Lubiw ����� attempts to explore the
boundaries between problems known to be NP�Complete �such as Subgraph Isomorphism
�SGI��Garey � Johnson ��
��� and closely related problems that appear to be members of
GI�Complete� In Section ����� the related work of Andrew Wong in pattern matching is
brie�y related to STR� and this paper�s main conclusions are summarized in Section ����
including some conjectures about STR�s complexity�

��� The Spatial Template Recognition Problem

�	�	� What is STR and how complex a task is it�

STR is the problem of �nding an instance of some prede�ned con�guration of objects in a
given situation� or set of object instances� An example of a non�typically rigid spatial tem�
plate in a two�dimensional domain would be a �map� of a typical molecule that describes the
molecule in terms of the relative positions� types and orientations of the various atoms� An
example of a rather discrete� exact situation might be a two�dimensional sample containing
many instances of di�erent types of molecules discernible only by individual sub�parts� The
question formed by STR for this problem instance would be� �Where are the instances of this
molecular template in this situation��� In this example both the template and the elements
of the situation have relatively �rigid� design � the molecular model has little variability from
instance to instance� and the situation has potentially little ambiguity with respect to both
identity and position of situational elements�

A more complex domain for STR is intelligence analysis� An intelligence analyst must
draw on speci�c experiential and learned knowledge of enemy behaviour to recognize spe�
ci�c deployment patterns signifying organizational relationships of sighted enemy elements�
One aspect of this complex task is recognizing the existence of enemy �doctrinal templates�
which detail the patterns in which military units are commonly deployed for speci�c ac�
tivities� These �templates� represent a snapshot view of how the elements of a military
grouping are commonly positioned� Since military units are often strictly structured and
deployed according to �xed procedures� a fairly accurate �typical� spatial representation can
be built of particular formations undertaking certain activities in the �eld� such as �Motor
Ri�e Regiment �MRR� in attack�� The analyst must fuse spatially and temporally disjoint
messages or sightings into a coherent picture of the entire situation� including higher level
formations and their activity� The individual elements of the MRR spatial template may be
envisioned as �slots� in the template� and the rules or restriction regarding deployment of
these elements can be represented as constraints amongst the template slots� The current
set of sightings is referred to as the �situation�� and each sighting as a �situation element��

One major di�culty with such a task is that these templates are embedded within an

solution� that is� P 	 NP 
Cormen� Leiserson � Rivest �����
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extremely complex� dynamic and incomplete �view� of the enemy�� Intelligence messages
from the �eld may contain vague or con�icting composition or location information� and
inaccurate messages may have been modi�ed by experts into inaccurate conclusions� Also�
any template is simply an approximation of some expert�held �ideal� concept� related work
on improving these approximations with experience may be found in Section �� Templates
de�ned in terms of spatial relationships between components of speci�c types� sizes� activities
and orientation approximate reality by allowing certain tolerances on the attributes or spatial
constraints� Considering a template as a set of �stick�pins� of varying types and sizes inter�
connected by a set of rubber�bands with a minimum and maximum stretch capability� the
process of template matching reduces to �nding appropriate situation elements in which the
stick pins may �t and where the bands between the pins allow this �t�

Matching of these templates to incompletely speci�ed situational views can result in many
partial solutions where only some subset of the pins could be �t to a situation element� In
these cases which of many partial solutions is more promising may possibly be determined
according to prede�ned criteria or measures� In addition� the knowledge of the precise struc�
ture of these templates themselves is only approximate� and the templates themselves may
evolve over time� Consequently� any attempt to perform the recognition task algorithmi�
cally will �nd approximate solutions only� however� these may form a base�point for expert
utilization�

While it is important to understand how the STR problem in reality is rife with complex�
ity� for the purposes of this paper� I will assume a simpler STR in which I am interested only
in �nding a set of all matches of a template in a situation� Template �exibility is modeled
using range constraints between slots� and situational elements inaccuracy modeled with
locations that have varying degrees of speci�city�

�	�	� STR Representation

A relatively obvious formulation of STR as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem �CSP�
was proposed in Woods �����b� and Woods �����a�� I initially de�ne STR as follows� A
situation consists of a set of elements each with a set of characteristics �such as color� type�
etc��� A template consists of a set of variables� each possibly limited by a set of range or
speci�c characteristic values� Additionally� each variable is possibly connected to any other
variable �or possibly set of variables� by a constraint�arc or set of arcs which impose relative
characteristics such as relative position� orientation� or possibly which insists upon pairwise
variable characteristic assignments� A template instance is �found� in a situation if a ���
mapping exists from situation elements to variables such that no situation element maps
to more than one variable� and based on this assignment� all constraints represented by
constraint�arcs are satis�ed� A decision problem based on this de�nition could be expressed

�Other related work in pattern analysis such as Stacey � Wong 
����� Ghahraman� Wong � Tung 
����
and Wong� You � Chan 
���� models problems with a far greater �rigidity� in terms of the spatial template
model�
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as �Given a Template T � �set of Variables V � set of Variable�constraints VC � Arc�
constraints AC�� and a Situation S � �set of Situation elements�� is there an instance of T in
S ��� Problems speci�ed in this fashion� where a solution is composed of a set of consistent
element�to�slot assignments are well described in �Kumar ������ An example of a template
constraint graph is shown in Figure  with �ve node slots where each slot is constrained
by several attribute ranges� and �� inter�slot spatial constraints on distance� position� and
orientation�

I am interested in this paper in describing the complexity of locating all possible instances
of a template in a given situation� Consider a template with n slots �each possibly related
to another by one or more constraints�� and a situation with some number m of situation
objects� We need to �nd all of the possible mappings from situation objects to template
slots such that the �template matches� �i�e� all of the constraints are satis�ed�� Essentially
we are trying to solve a restricted version of general CSP��

A �perfect� or total solution to a STR problem is an assignment from the situation
elements to the template slots� There are n template slots to be �lled with from the pool
of m situation objects� with the ordering of the selection corresponding to an assignment
to the slots� There are m choose n candidate solutions for our set� that is� the number of
n�combinations of an m�set�

NumberCandidateSolutions� m��n��n�m�� ���

Thus there are some number of solutions polynomial with degree of candidate solutions n�
with a base of the size of the number of situation elements� m� Note that typically the
number of situation elements m far dominates the number of template slots n� however�
real�world templates have some substantial � ��� number of slots� Naively generating these
solution combinations is not going to prove to be a good solution� However� in the next
section several spatial heuristics will be discussed that seem to greatly localize the problem�

��� Templates and Search � Complexity

We are interested in �nding all possible instances of a particular template in a set of situation
elements� and consequently in �nding all solutions to a CSP modeling our template recog�
nition problem� In the CSP literature� these problems are typically solved via some search
strategy coupled with domain�dependent heuristics� via some graph�reduction method which
attempts to propagate consistency throughout the problem graph� or through some hybrid
approach utilizing both search and propagation� It has been shown that search strategies
with �look�ahead� properties can be thought of as augmenting search with some degree of
during�search constraint propagation� By de�ning search strategies in this way the amount
of constraint propagation adopted during search can be more easily identi�ed and adapted�

�General CSP is known to be NP�Complete� consider a proof by restriction to Graph ��Coloring for
instance�
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and various strategies more easily compared empirically� Although Nadel ����� indicates
which type of hybrid strategy is best for some small toy domains� published results solving
interesting problems using this strategy are di�cult to �nd� The spatial template recognition
problem provides an excellent example of a complex problem which can be addressed in a
reasonable length of time utilizing hybrid search�

The hybrid search based approach was demonstrated to be useful even for large situation
datasets as a result of e�ective use of speci�c domain heuristics such as spatial locality
and general domain independent heuristics such as applying constraint propagation during
search� or abstracting the CSP� The question is� how did these properties overcome the
computational complexity of inherent to the problem � Related problems are discussed later
in this paper�

If we view the space of candidate solutions to an STR as being determined by the template
representation� then we must ask what happened to our problem complexity as the problem is
either relaxed or restricted� Section ����� and ����� discuss some relaxations and restrictions
possible in the STR domain�

�	�	� Relaxing STR as CSP via Partial Solutions

In the automated portion of the approach de�ned at length in Woods �����b� and Woods
�����a�� search is used to satisfy as many constraints in the original problem as possible� If
no solutions are found for the original template speci�cation� it is possible to �relax� some
of the constraints in a systematic way so as to �nd instances of some �least relaxed� version
of the original template� These �relaxed� templates may be thought of as abstracted views
of the original spatial concept� This relaxation essentially increases the size of the potential
solution set� In the absence of other factors� generating all relaxed template instances in a
situation is more di�cult since there are more to generate�

In other work such as that of Lapointe � Proulx ������� a di�erent approach is used
in which the fuzzy distance between a perceived instance and a template is measured and
is used to determine a �match� between situation and template� Once again� both domain
heuristics and domain independent heuristics were used to obtain an e�cient solution� In
this approach� the spatial template acts less �precisely� as a direct determiner of the solution
space and more like a �classi�er� of the degree of �t of a particular mapping� In any event�
this is once again a relaxation� except that the resulting solution set is ordered precisely by
some possibilistic distance from an �ideal� represented in the template�

Both of these works make some claim to being �good enough� in the absence of a perfect
solution� however� a better understanding of the conditions under which these �good enough�
solutions may be obtained would be of great value in evaluating possible real applications of
these algorithms�
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�	�	� Restricting STR as CSP via Spatial Locality

Spatial locality is an example of an important �simpli�cation� or restriction of the general
CSP nature of STR in our formulation� This heuristic is applicable to CSP problems that
are grounded in spatial coordinates� Essentially� we take advantage of the fact that our
spatial templates may be �precompiled� such that it is possible to encode rough boundary
information for an entire solution based upon only partial variable assignment information�
For instance� if a template has no two slots farther apart than some measure max� then
during search if an assumption is made about the location of some template slot t� then we
may conclude that no subsequent template slot can be assigned a situation element farther
than max from the slot t assignment� Given that we may easily determine the distance
between situation objects �perhaps through a pre�built index or similar method�� it seems
easy to dramatically reduce overall search complexity by pruning large numbers of situation
elements as candidates for slot assignment �locally��
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Figure �� Situation with partial solution overdrawn�

Once assignments have been made to some variable �or set of variables�� a boundary
is created limiting the scope of this particular solution� Now� when subsequent variables
and constraints are added making the problem more speci�c� the scope of the search is
restricted according to the outlined area for each problem� Thus the earlier partial solution
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Figure ��� Situation with spatial pruning based on partial solution�

has not only been used as a basis for limiting later constraint checking� but also in quickly
eliminating some domain values for each of the new�level variable additions� In our example�
Figure � shows a partial solution where some template slots �� � and � are matched to
situation elements Units A� B and C respectively� Before search continues� we apply our
spatial locality heuristic derived from A� B and C assignment positions� limiting the area of
search for the remaining slots as shown in the shaded area of Figure ��� Consequently the
only candidate instances in the selected area for the next level slots are j� k� v� l� r� d s and
e � while the others outside this area are excluded�

Other restrictions are certainly possible� such as one mirroring the discussed relaxation
in Section ����� where constraints might be tightened thus limiting the number of candidate
solutions� In Section � the use of abstraction as a relaxation and speci�cation as a restriction
is discussed further�

��� Isomorphism Formulations

Given two graphs we may wish to �nd a correspondence between the graphs according to
certain restrictions� For instance� Graph Isomorphism �GI� might be used to de�ne the
structural equivalence between two graphs� Subgraph Isomorphism �SGI� might be used
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to de�ne the structural equivalence of part of one graph with another graph� and Graph
Automorphism �GA� might be used to de�ne a certain type of useful structural symmetry
in a graph� GI has never been shown to be NP�Complete or a member of P� and GI along
with problems that are polynomial�time reducible to GI are shown as belonging to the space
GI�Complete� Figure �� on page �	 outlines some hypothetical complexity spaces in NP�
Lubiw ����� points out that earlier work has shown that if� in fact� P �� NP then there exist
problems in NP which are neither in P nor NP�Complete� and this fact could possibly explain
the lack of a classi�cation of GI in P or NP� if GI belonged to such a class�� GI�Complete
problems are shown to be �harder� than P since no GI�Complete problem has been shown
to be in P� and �easier� than NP�Complete for a similar reason�

We are interested in how STR with restrictions or STR with relaxations corresponds to
these problems� Certainly generalized STR as CSP is NP�Complete� But what of �STR�
spatial�restrict� or �STR�partial� �

Figure �� details four hypothetical complexity spaces in NP� P� Graph Automorphism
Complete �GA�Complete� intersect NP� Graph Isomorphism Complete �GI�Complete� in�
tersect NP� and NP�Complete� I will outline each of these problems below and discuss the
key aspects of each that places it in a class other than P or NP�Complete by discussing
the boundaries or at least the changes that shift a problem across these boundaries�� In
this �gure� we have labelled Graph Automorphism �GA�� and those problems which are
polynomially reducible to GA are shown as belonging to the class GA�Complete� SGI rep�
resents Subgraph Isomorphism� while GI�bipartite� GI�regular� GI�line� GI�tree� GI�planar�
and GI�interval all represent restrictions of GI where the graphs belong to the graph type
speci�ed�

�	�	� Graph Isomorphism GI�

The Graph Isomorphism �GI� problem is essentially to determine whether two graphs G �
�VG� EG� and H � �VH � EH� are isomorphic� that is� is there a mapping function �bijection�
f between G and H such that �u� v� is an edge in G if and only if �f�u�� f�v� is an edge in
H�

Graph Isomorphism has been observed �Lubiw ���� Ho�mann ���� to possess certain
structural qualities	 that keep it out of NP�Complete in general� Further� the destruction of

�It should also be noted that if it is the case that problems are proved to be between P and NP�Complete
such as GI�Complete implies� then there will also be problems in NP strictly between P and GI�Complete�
and we have labelled these 
or at least some of these with GA�Complete in Figure �� on page ��� In
addition� Ho�mann 
���� examines some generalizations of GI which appear to be harder than GI and
yet are not known to be NP�complete� implying the further existence of a class between GI�Complete and
NP�Complete� This is labelled on our Figure �� as �Ho�man Space��

�It is important to note that these boundaries are not known to exist� only that they may exist� Essentially
then� the four classes obey the following relationship� P �	 GA � Complete �	 GI � Complete �	
NP � Complete� and the inequalities could possibly be strict�

	Lubiw 
���� and Ho�mann 
���� point out that this structural quality is di�cult to determine�
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these structural qualities through either certain types of relaxation or restriction results in
a problem in NP�Complete� For instance� a generalization of GI to Subgraph Isomorphism
�SGI� results in a destruction of GI�s �structure�� more freedom in mapping the initial graph
to the target graph� and an NP�Complete problem� The structure �destroyed� in this case is
related to the previously described equivalence relation between graph vertices � essentially
the question of which vertices to map to one another is further complicated by the selection
of which subgraph to attempt the mapping on�

Interestingly� GI can be made NP�Complete with either restriction and less mapping
freedom amongst the graphs as in the case with GI with general restrictions allowed on the
possible mappings between the two graphs� or with relaxation and more mapping freedom
as in the case with SGI�

GI is clearly related to STR according to the search for an equivalence relation� but
seems simpler in a sense� Speci�cally the fact that the graphs in a GI success are of the
same �size� with respect to vertices and edges seems counter to the conception of a relatively
small template in a large situation� SGI would seem to �t this conception better� Further�
in a complete identi�cation of template instances we are interested in �nding all equivalence
relations� not just determining the existence of one� It would appear that STR corresponds
to the counting version of this problem� However� as we have seen� the counting version of
problems in GI�Complete are GI�Complete themselves� This result is quite di�erent from
NP�Complete problems where the �counting� complexity is more than polynomially worse
than NP�Complete�
� We would certainly prefer to locate STR in some less onerous class�
Unfortunately� the consideration of mapping freedom with GI�restricts seems to also parallel
STR� Perhaps some form of isomorphism such as Subgraph Isomorphism with restrictions
�ts best� however� this problem would appear to be NP�Complete also�

Several restrictions of GI are known to be in P� Speci�c restriction of the structures of
the graphs involved such as planar or tree have known polynomial solutions� This feature
could be an important starting point for future template speci�cation or re�nement e�orts���

but observes the following� The counting versions of all known NP�Complete problems belong to a class
apparently not polynomial time equivalent to NP�Complete� However� the Automorphisms of a graph G
induce and equivalence relation 		 on the vertices of the graph� Speci�cally� two vertices� a and b obey
a 		 b if there is an Automorphism A of G such that A
u 	 v� The set of equivalence classes of this
relation 		 makes up an automorphism partition of the graph� and �nding this partition is known to be GI�
Complete� With this fact it can be shown that the problem of counting the number of isomorphisms between
two graphs is GI�Complete� Thus there are essentially two evidences that GI�Complete is not equivalent
to NP�Complete� �rst� no know GI�Complete problem is known to belong to NP�Complete 
despite much
interest in the problem� and second� known NP�Complete problems have counting versions that seem to be
signi�cantly more complex than the counting versions of GI�Complete problems�

�
The complexity of counting versions of NP�Complete problems is referred to as �P�Complete�
��Essentially� if it was known that a graph that was more �tree�like� in a sense was easier to locate an

equivalence relation for than a more general graph� then preference could be made for templates of this kind�
Further� the �triggers� or cues to failure used in the polynomial time GI�tree algorithm could potentially
suggest similar strategies for �tree�like� templates� Other work in pattern recognition 
both parallel and
serial has focused on these critical �features� or sets of features as points of discrimination in template
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�	�	� Subgraph Isomorphism SGI�

SGI is a generalization of GI� Speci�cally� we are interested in asking not if two graphs are
isomorphic� but rather if one graph possess a subgraph isomorphic to the other� SGI is
known to be NP�Complete� As we have already stated� SGI would appear to model STR
rather well if the question about the way in which constraints are mapped to arcs is ignored�
If the situation re�ects one graph and a template the other� then the graph represented by
the situation possesses �virtual� arcs that are only evaluated during the actual equivalence
determination� and in fact the �values� or even existence of these arcs is then dependent on
the selection of the subgraph of the situation graph that is being matched to the template
graph� For instance� if two slots �A� and �B� are joined with a distance arc� and slot �A�
is mapped to a situation element �a�� then the attempt to map slot �B� to some situation
element �b� would only result in an equivalence �so�far� if the determined distance between
�a� and �b� where �equal� to the distance arc between �A� and �B�� If the arc represented
some other attribute �such as type equivalence between �A� and �B�� then the arc evaluation
between �a� and �b� would be implicit until evaluated� The point is that we will have to
consider graphs in STR that have multiple constraint arcs between nodes� and further� in
solving STR� arcs will have to be evaluated dependent on the already completed element�to�
slot assignments�

�	�	� Graph Automorphism GA�

Similar to Graph Isomorphism� we are searching for an equivalence relationship between a
graph and itself� GA is not known to be in P� and in fact has never even been shown to be as
hard as GI�Complete� Lubiw ����� shows GA with � restriction�� to be GI�Complete� GA
with arbitrary restrictions is also shown in Lubiw ����� to be NP�Complete� Additionally�
a similar problem known as Fixed Point Free Automorphism �FPF�GA� where no vertex
may be mapped to itself in the equivalence relation is also shown to be NP�Complete�

This problem is interesting with respect to STR based on the observation made in Sec�
tion ����� that equivalence relations are induced by automorphisms of a graph G� Prabhu
� Narsingh ����� points out that the number of isomorphisms between � graphs is equal
to the order to the automorphism group of either one� Thus� if there exists an isomorphism
I between two graphs G and H� then for any automorphism A of G� I composed with A
is also an isomorphism between G and H� Essentially a symmetry is identi�ed in G as an
automorphism� This symmetry could potentially be exploited in some way in future STR
formulations� either on occurrence or intentionally in advance formulation of templates� since
we know that GA is possibly �easier� to solve than GI�

instance discovery� and while our problem is considerably more general than that� perhaps analogies could
be exploited�

��A restriction in GI or GA is essentially deemed to be a prevention of an equivalence being drawn between
two vertices� one in each graph� For example a restriction might be of the form� �V� in VH of graph H may
not be mapped to V� in VG of graph G��
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�	�	� Isomorphism Problems and STR

The STR problem is about locating structural equivalence� however� between a particular
form of attributed graph and a situation rather than between two arbitrary graphs� If we
consider that the situation objects in a situation form the nodes of some complete graph�
where the arcs between each node represent either the spatial relationship of the nodes �such
as distance for example�� or some other relevant relationship that can be measured� then�
in a decision about the existence of an instance of a spatial template in a situation� we are
looking at an equivalence relation between graphs� The situation �graph� arcs may in fact
not be �evaluated� until such time as a check is made for equivalence with a template arc�

We know that GI for restricted graph forms �such as tree and planar� is polynomial�
Consequently the problem complexity is not immediately apparent if only one of the graphs
is restricted to one of these classes��� In such a problem� we might restrict our search
to sub�parts of a template that possess one of the properties� identify these parts and re�
assemble these partial solutions into larger solutions in a divide and conquer type of approach�
In Woods �����a�� the template problem is discussed in terms of two di�erent problem
decomposition approaches� abstraction� and partition� In the partition approach� a template
is divided into �key� subproblems� such as the case of an airplane being divided into two
broad parts �wing structure� and �body structure�� Solutions are found for each part� and
a cross product match is attempted with all possible combinations according to additional
locality restrictions� Conceivably these structures could be formed utilizing templates of
restricted form� thus simplifying each subproblem�

Lubiw ����� and Ho�mann ����� describe several generalizations of GI which allow
more freedom in mapping the initial graph to the target graph and Lubiw ����� describes
several restrictions on the possible mappings between initial and target which can result in
problems that are NP�Complete� Johnson ����� adds other examples� This suggests that an
inherent structure of the GI problem is being destroyed in either related problem case� and
it is precisely this structure which makes GI easier than either generalized versions such as
SGI� or restricted versions such as Isomorphism with Restrictions �GI�restricts�� The GI
structure was destroyed in the relaxation to SGI by the additional complexity of selecting a
subgraph to match� and also in the restriction to GI�restricts �Johnson ����� Lubiw �����
indicates that other similar structural destructions occur in restricting GA to GA�restricts
when the equivalence relation may no longer be re�exive� symmetric� or transitive� In FPF�
GA only re�exivity is destroyed� In essence� in each of these cases the �isomorphism� is
eroded enough that the counting version of the problem in question becomes !P�Complete�

The following are typical of STR relaxations�

� Relaxation of STR as CSP through CSP relaxation as de�ned in Freuder � Wallace
������ by removing template variables or slots� relaxing constraints� or removing con�
straints� resulting in partial solutions�

��If a complexity result is known for disjoint�type Graph Isomorphism� I am not aware of it�
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� Situational locational �or other attribute� expansion where the identi�ed possible range
of a situational element expands results in an expansion of the size of the candidate
solution set���

The relaxations essentially seem to increase the problem complexity in general� Implicit
in the solution approach of Woods �����a�� where abstraction is utilized in the problem
representation and solution approach� is a type of Upward Re�nement Property where a
speci�c solution is known to have had an abstract solution� and in this way a set of abstract
solutions identi�es a space of speci�c solutions that contains all of the possible speci�c
solutions� These speci�c �spaces� are much smaller than the entire space� It would not
appear that �small doses� of these relaxations are going to bene�t the solution of STR as we
have formulated the problem� However� a completely relaxed constraint set would imply a
trivial although huge solution set� and a very small constraint set would imply a only slightly
smaller solution set�

The following are typical of STR restrictions�

� Restriction of CSP constraints resulting in a much smaller candidate set�

� Reduction in the locational �or other attribute� range in the situational elements re�
sulting in a much smaller candidate set�

� Introducing the concept of spatial locality thus reducing the complexity of a problem
after some �part� has been solved�

Spatial locality is essentially a precompilation of all constraints into a type of boundary con�
dition for future search� It allows dramatic pruning of the search space and quick location
of dead ends� It does not decrease the overall breadth of a search tree since it may only
be applied to a local �partial� remaining subproblem� however� search depth may be dra�
matically reduced� In general� however� as the spatial �di�erence� between a template and
a situation is seen to decrease� we see a decreasing e�ect� Interestingly� this size di�erence
reduction corresponds to the case in the isomorphism problem where the larger and smaller
graphs in the Subgraph Isomorphism problem approach one another and form the Graph
Isomorphism problem which is likely easier� However� it is not obvious how to approach
this problem aspect since it is not clear to me how to map a �spatial locality� heuristic to a
general graph problem�

The work of Manning ������ and Eades � Ng ���
� is particularly interesting to STR
problems since they deal with visual graph representation problems that exhibit properties
similar to STR in terms of spatial relationships� For example� in �Manning ����� it is
shown that detecting axial or rotational symmetry in a graph is NP�Complete� A particular
�drawing� of a graph is shown that demonstrates various properties inherent in a graph
�such as planarity� biconnectivity� symmetry� or diameter� while in another drawing these

��A candidate solution set is essentially the possible mappings exist from template to situation�
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properties are not so �obvious�� Manning ������ is concerned with drawing graphs that
display these properties� and to this end one would like to �nd an e�cient algorithm for
detecting symmetries in abstract graphs� Similarly� since it is known that STR is solvable
much more readily by an expert when distinctive characteristics such as symmetry are present
in a template and situation� this NP�Complete result for symmetry detection suggests that
restricting STR to certain subclasses such as those with symmetry may not be any easier
in general� although an optimal algorithm for all symmetry detection for points and lines in
two dimensions is presented in Eades � Ng ���
�� However� it is not hard to imagine an
application where pattern recognition techniques could be used as a �preprocessor� based
on some critical template aspects to suggest some �obvious� starting points for the actual
searching for equivalence relations�

�	�	
 Other Related Work

Stacey � Wong ���� present an algorithm for determining the �largest common subgraph
isomorphism in attributed graphs�� This work has derived from an attempt to make e�cient
algorithms for the pattern recognition problem which is essentially a special case of STR with
exact� rigid templates� The importance of �largest subgraph� is a little uncertain �as the
authors themselves point out�� although it would appear that the commonality represents
a kind of �best��t� measure between situation graph and template graph� The algorithm
presented is based on a depth��rst exhaustive search that makes use of local contextual
and structural information of the template representation graph� In this work they identify
that investigating additional exploitation of attribute information �how about spatial locality
�� in search as a future enhancement� It is interesting to note that the authors observed
in experiments that increasing their constraint tolerance �paralleling an STR relaxation�
resulted in an expanded search space �as I predicted earlier�� and no additional solutions
�as would follow from situational and template rigidity and little symmetry�� Additionally�
the authors point out that symmetry in their situation yielded ambiguous solutions that
were unresolvable without further attribute information� nicely demonstrating the e�ect of
a graph automorphism creating additional isomorphisms�

��� Conclusions

What may we conjecture about the complexity of STR� We have made a little progress from
our investigation of isomorphism problems� primarily that in general� the problem of identi�
fying a single template instance would appear to be mappable to no better than Subgraph
Isomorphism in general� and consequently would be NP�Complete for any instance� and !P�
Complete for all instances� However� the rami�cations of the spatial heuristic in some kind
of average� typical or common case would be interesting to investigate in some future work�
particularly in that since STR has immediate application potential we are far interested in
cases that can possibly occur� The spatial heuristic is limited in its �e�ectiveness� by the
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di�erence in size between a template and a situation� where the closer the template gets in
maximum extent to a situation� the less pruning may occur� It is interesting to note that in
a similar graph isomorphic sense� it would seem that the closer two graphs become to one
another in size the closer the problem is to GI�Complete �as the number of selections of sub�
graphs decreases�� while the more they di�er the closer the problem becomes to NP�Complete
�as the number of selections of subgraphs increases�� Towards e�cient implementations of
STR in speci�c domains� the properties of templates can undoubtedly be exploited � both
with respect to typifying the common and unique features of templates and extending the
spatial heuristic to be more accurate in speci�c cases� and in attempting to model templates
that o�er either an improved problem complexity due to their simpli�ed structure� or allow
for the structuring of intelligent heuristics based on partitioning templates into more simply
structured portions in a divide and conquer strategy�
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� Applicability of extended Logic Programming for repre�

sentation and solution of Constraint Satisfaction Prob�

lems

Logic programming languages such as Prolog provide a convenient way in which to repre�
sent relations such as variable constraints� Additionally� the nondeterministic nature of the
uni�ction method underlying Prolog supports implicitly the search required to solve Con�
straint Satisfaction Problems �CSPs�� The standard backtracking control structure of Prolog
and other logic programming languages results in very large search spaces which makes it
inadequate for interesting problems� However� an extension of the Prolog control structure
which includes consistency methods has been shown to embody search procedures that uti�
lize forward or active application of constraints which reduce the search space a priori rather
than a posteriori during search�

Standard �AI� approaches to solving CSPs have been rooted in a melding of search
strategies with constraint propagation algorithms to form hybridized search strategies that
make use of domain independent and domain dependent heuristics during search� Addition�
ally� stronger� richer representation languages are useful in terms of both controlling search
re�nement and providing more accurate problem descriptions�

In this paper we show that while extended logic programming with consistency methods
is far superior to standard logic programming for addressing CSPs� it is still too rigid and
in�exible in both representation and control issues to be considered as a su�cient toolset for
the CSP application developer� Essentially� the tools provided are tied too tightly together
to allow su�cient �exibility to take advantage of speci�c problem characteristics to best
e�ect� and what is really needed is a toolset consisting of a strong representation language�
search and consistency tools that may be merged to any degree� and support for dynamic
changing of control strategy throughout the CSP search space�

��� Introduction

A broad class of problems may be represented as sets of constraints� and may be solved via
methods described in the literature as constraint satisfaction techniques� While in general the
Constraint Satisfaction Problem �CSP� is NP�complete��� certain domains lend themselves
well enough to heuristic approaches to problem simpli�cation so that solutions or adequate
partial solutions may be located in a reasonable amount of time and e�ort �Nadel ����
Yang � Fong ����� Minton� Johnston� Philips � Laird ����� Prosser ����� Woods ����b�
Woods ����a�� Recent work such as Nadel ������ and Tolba� Charpillet � Haton ������ has
emphasized how important problem representation� with respect to selection of constraints
and domain �objects�� can be in terms of e�ciency of solution� Other work dating from
the early work of Waltz ���
�� and Mackworth ���

�� and including Mackworth ������

��CSP NP�Completeness is demonstratable by restriction to Graph ��Coloring for instance�
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Mackworth ������� Dechter � Dechter ���
�� Dechter ������� Dechter ������� Mackworth �
Freuder ������ Freuder ������� Freuder � Wallace ������� Mackworth � Freuder ������ and
others has focused on generalizing local reduction or consistency achievement in constraint
problems� and on typifying the e�ectiveness of such approaches�

The �AI� community has primarily addressed constraint satisfaction in terms of tech�
niques for hybridizing consistency methods with search� representation and complexity issues�
and developing new approaches to achieving varying consistency in networks of constraints�
However� no universal �paradigm� or �model� has really emerged as a generic catch�all
for the discussion and modelling of constraint satisfaction problems� other than the typical
constraint�graph� perhaps� Individual AI implementation�based work has been based on lo�
cal implementations of published algorithms� perhaps novellized or merged in new ways with
other techniques such as particular search strategies� Several works �Prosser ����� Woods
����b� van Run ����� have indicated that they are part of larger works which hope to provide
means of constructing a generic toolset for stating and solving CSP in many domains�

In the Logic Programming �LP� community� much interest in the past ��� years has
been focused on providing support in logic programming for formulating and solving prob�
lems based on constraints� Logic programming languages have been shown to be capable
of providing one way of representing both constraints and nondeterminism and of �freeing�
an application developer from the overhead of specifying speci�c search routines� Unfortu�
nately this lack of �exibility in creating variant search strategies or in taking advantage of
local constraint propagation in advance of search failure is potentially extremely limiting in
terms of performance� Consequently� logic programming languages have emerged� such as
Logic Programming extended with constraint consistency �CCLP� �Van Hentenryck �����
and Constraint Logic Programming �CLP�� which function as constraint solvers by provid�
ing implicit representation possibilities and non�determinism while also providing �built�in�
facilities for local consistency application or constraint propagation and search control�

In the course of this paper we will be examining the constraint logic programming
paradigm from the perspective of the new languages and determining whether they have
become general and powerful enough to capture the representation and solving control re�
quirements of a �typical� real�world problem known as Spatial Template Recognition �STR�
formulated as a CSP �Woods ����b� Woods ����a��

We will attempt to summarize the aspects of �Constraint Satisfaction� that would appear
to be su�cient for this domain in the new extended LP world� and which are in apparent
need of extension� Reference for the purposes of this paper will be made speci�cally to the
recent work of Van Hentenryck ����� and Van Hentenryck� Saraswat � Deville �unknown�
in outlining the original extended �CC� LP framework� Other extensions of this work in
LP with parallelism �Montanari � Rossi n�d�� Kasif � Delcher n�d��� hierarchies �Menezes�
Barahona � Codognet n�d��� and spatial domains �Dube � Yap n�d��� are also of interest in
speci�cation and solution of the STR problem� however� fall outside the direct scope of this
paper�
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��� Spatial Template Recognition 	STR


Generally speaking� STR is the problem of �nding an instance of some prede�ned con�gura�
tion of objects that may be deployed amongst a given situation� or set of object instances� An
example of a spatial template in a two�dimensional molecular domain would be a �map� of a
typical molecule of some type that describes the molecule in terms of the relative positions�
types and orientations of the various atoms of the molecule� An example of a situation might
be some two�dimensional sample containing many instances of di�erent types of molecules�
and the question formed by STR would be� �Is there an instance of this molecule in this
situation���

��� Constraint Satisfaction� an AI clearbox approach

A constraint satisfaction problem representation consists of three major components� A set
of variables� a range of domain values for each variable� and a set of constraints amongst
the variables restraining individual assignments of domain values to a particular variable
depending on domain assignments to other variables� A solution to a CSP is simply an
assignment to each variable of a domain value from that variable�s domain such that all
constraints restricting assignments are satis�ed� In some cases we may be interested in
only a single satisfying assignment� while in other problem instances all possible satisfying
assignments may be of interest�

�	�	� STR as CSP

A relatively obvious formulation of STR as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem �CSP�
was proposed in Woods �����a�� We initially de�ne STR as follows� A situation consists of
a set of elements each with a set of characteristics �such as color� type� etc��� A template
consists of a set of variables� each possibly limited by a set of range or speci�c characteristic
values� Additionally� each variable is possibly connected to any other variable �or possibly set
of variables� by a constraint�arc or set of arcs which impose relative characteristic contraints
on aspects such as position or orientation� or which possibly insist upon equality of a pair of
variable characteristic values� A template instance is �found� in a situation if a ��� mapping
exists from situation elements to variables such that no situation element maps to more
than one variable� and based on this assignment� all constraints represented by constraint�
arcs are satis�ed� A decision problem based on this de�nition could be expressed as �Given
a Template T � �set of Variables V � set of Variable�constraints VC � Arc�constraints AC��
and a Situation S � �set of Situation elements�� is there an instance of T in S��� Problems
speci�ed in this fashion� where a solution is composed of a set of consistent element�to�slot
assignments are well described in Kumar ������� An example of a template constraint graph
is shown in Figure  on page ��� The graph has �ve node slots where each slot is constrained
by several attribute ranges� and �� inter�slot spatial constraints on distance� position� and
orientation�
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Of course in a �real� situation� this ��� mapping may be di�cult or impossible to ascer�
tain due a number of circumstances such as uncertainty or error in the perceived view of the
world� or due to an inaccurate conception of of a template that contains either less or more
elements or contraints than an actual template� If we still wish to solve the problem we must
somehow fall back upon either some measurement of the �degree of �t�match� and estimate
our con�dence in this approximate solution� or perhaps abstract out the �most important�
features of our template and attempt to locate this in a situation� In the approach de�ned
in Woods �����b� and Woods �����a�� abstraction through carefully de�ned constraint re�
laxation �levels� or template descriptions is combined with domain dependent and domain
independent heuristics in a search strategy to o�er a way of handling this uncertainty���

�	�	� What generic CSP formulation provides

Formulation of a problem in a generic CSP format brings us immediately into the world
of search� heuristics and approximate solutions� rather than minimalist or best solutions�
A problem such as STR is formulated in the CSP framework described previously� and
then some strategy must be utilized to locate a mapping of variables to domain values
that satis�es some utility measure� For instance� in many problem formulations distinction
is made between hard constraints that must not be violated in any candidate solution or
mapping� and soft constraints that we would prefer not to violate but which we may relax if
necessary� Of course this type of distinction can also be extended in some domains such as
that of course scheduling discussed in Yang � Fong ������� where one is faced with a wide
range of constraint or preference rigidity on various characteristics of a solution� and where
many of these are possibly contradictory� The acceptance of violations of some constraints
in a solution is known as constraint relaxation� Complex strategies for relaxation have been
examined� including the work of Freuder � Wallace ������� and later of Yang � Fong ������
and Woods �����b� where abstraction is used as a model for the relaxation of constraints�

CSPs can be solved in several ways� One possibility is to �propagate� the domain re�
straints implied by �nite variable domains and explicitly inter�variable constraint relations
so as to iteratively reduce the size of variable domains until all remaining variable domain
values are �consistent� with one another� These types of global constraint propagation al�
gorithms have been explored at some length in the works of both Mackworth and Dechter�
Another possible solution strategy �generate and test� is to generate all possible permuta�
tions of variable domain value combinations and test a complete assignment to see if the
problem constraints are met� This is grossly inappropriate in even fairly simple problems for
reasons of combinatorics� CSPs are typically solved with some kind of search� Basically a
domain value is selected for each variable in some kind of turn such that the constraints are
satis�ed �or possibly satis�ed to some degree�� and then another variable is selected� If some

��In other work such as that of Lapointe � Proulx 
����� a di�erent approach is used in which the
fuzzy distance between a perceived instance and a template is measured and is used to determine a �match�
between situation and template�
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variable cannot be instantiated so as to satisfy the constraints� then backtracking is invoked�
and a previous assignment is undone� A great deal of literature has surrounded search both
in AI and other �elds� and CSP provides an excellent environment for di�erent search strate�
gies and approaches or philosophies to �ourish� Recent work has included that of� Woods
�����c� where application of constraints throughout search is shown to be formulable in such
a way as to reduce the size of the search space subsequent to backtracking� Woods �����a�
in which STR is shown feasible across a variety of simplistic search algorithms and large
domain ranges when making use of locality�based spatial heuristics� Prosser ������� where
the entire range of algorithms commonly applied to CSPs is evaluated and contrasted in
varying circumstances� and van Run ������� where the ordering and re�ordering of variables
during search is discussed in detail�

In very many CSP domains� we are interested in a solution that is locally minimal with
respect to some evaluation function� To this end� recent work �Minton et al� ����� Yang �
Fong ����� has shown how e�ectively �good� solutions may be found for domains of sub�
stantial size� where �nding the �best� solutions is exponential� These works have utilized
a type of iterative�repair heuristic during search that minimizes the numbers of con�icts
among constraints based upon an initial �possibly random� assignement of variables to do�
main values�

CSP solutions may be characterized by a variety of search algorithms� domain depen�
dent heuristics that are used to control a particular search strategy� domain independent
heuristics that essentially change the nature of one search strategy to another� possibly more
CSP�speci�c strategy� and localized strategies that tend to focus on repairing a rough solu�
tion iteratively until it is �good�enough�� Each of these areas are currently active research
areas� and little agreement has been forthcoming to date� even about which CSP prob�
lem characteristics favour which approach� Essentially� solutions are created uniquely for a
particular problem domain from this toolset� and generalizations are made where possible�
One obvious problem with this type of approach is the intense repetition of implementation
amongst researchers and application�builders� It is true that the algorithms and methods
are frequently published in their entirety� and are discussed at some length in the literature�
but algorithms must still be translated into code in the language desired� debugged� and ap�
plication front ends need to be built for each use� Even in those rare cases where researchers
make their code and documentation available� these provisions are rarely of a quality that
could be said to be robust or standardized in any sense�

So then� CSP applications su�er from uniqueness� Each application is built upon a
new set of algorithm implementations and this work is expended over and over in both the
research and the development community� It would appear that a widely distributed and
standardized tool that provided both a language capable of expressing a problem in terms
of variables� domain ranges� and constraints� and the ability to generate solutions to these
problems would be a great bene�t� Each of these problems presents something of a di�erent
challenge� CSP has basically evolved as those who have written about it have extended
it� and there is little agreement about what a �standard� problem might look like� and
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what types of constraints are typical� Additionally� CSP search covers a very broad range�
and di�erent strategies apply best to unique situations� Little if any work has attempted
to categorize problem solutions in terms of the problem characteristics� Consequently� the
provision of a generic �system� for solution of CSPs is problematic at best�

In summary� we see the following issues of prime importance for a tool that purports to
provide a platform for the expression and solution of problems based in constraints�

� Expressiveness�Representation � can our problems be expressed concisely and �natu�
rally� but also e�ectively in the language� For example� when some problem domains
have been represented in terms of conceptual abstractions they have been observed
to naturally �t certain search methodologies �such as downward re�nement of solu�
tions from abstract to speci�c� and demonstrate substantial practical performance and
solution�quality improvements over single�level represented problems� In an abstrac�
tion hierarchy� a problem is de�ned in terms of several levels of components� initially
containing only the problem key or integral features and subsequent changed represen�
tations containing additional detail� While some abstraction approaches may be seen
as simple heuristic control strategies �for example� variable ordering�� richer abstraction
representations include mapping information between the levels that can be utilized in
more detail control� for example in terms of de�ning a possible solution space where
all �base level� solutions can be found through selecting upper�level abstract solutions�
Figure 
 on page �� details such a mapping feature in a CSP problem� The useful�
ness of this property in assisting search control has been examined in Woods �����b�
for the STR domain� and in other works including Holte ������ and Bacchus � Yang
������ and Bacchus � Yang ������� A system that could not express these abstrac�
tions and mappings is by de�nition not capable of �naturally� representing important
characteristics of the problem�

� Search control � can the strategy selected be modi�ed dependent on the problem rep�
resented� or even possibly based on a given problem instance or dynamically based on
problem characteristics�

� Consistency propagation � as a precursor to search or in conjunction with search� it
often appears to be sensible and bene�cial to �propagate� constraints and limit one
domain size based on a previous variable domain value selection� Typically� these
propagations are done based on problem�speci�c characteristics �heuristics�� or CSP�
speci�c heuristics �such as domain size��

� Hybridization � While both use and speci�cation of search strategy and consistency
propagation are important� many problems are best expressed through an interleaving
or �hybrid� of the two methods� In fact� it has been claimed �Nadel ���� that all
search strategies can be expressed as an interleaving of some amount of in�search con�
straint propagation and standard backtracking� From this viewpoint� Foward Checking
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�FC�� LookAhead �LA�� Partial LookAhead �PLA�� and �intelligent� BT such as Back�
Jumping �BJ� and BackMarking �BM� are all essentially primitive BT with a certain
amount of in�node constraint propagation occuring before expansion of the search space
to another level� Consequently� construction of interesting or novel search strategies
depends upon being able to control �possibly dynamically� the amount of e�ort spent
on consistency propagation at the expense of backtracking throughout the search space�

� Domain dependent heuristics are basically speci�cations about a problem aspect that
makes the problem �easier to solve� in some sense� It is imperative that any speci�ca�
tion language and solution strategy be powerful enough to support heuristics�

� Domain independent heuristics are speci�cations about CSPs or alternative ways of
viewing CSP characteristics� such that this view makes CSPs in general �easier to
solve�� Using these types of heuristics essentially allows the user to adjust a particular
generic strategy into a new one not initially provided in the language� While a �naive�
developer may not wish to make use of this type of power� it is essential for the CSP
researcher and application developer�

Many languages strive to provide solutions that function as black boxes and allow the
language users to �get by� without �seeing� or being forced to learn all of the details the
language supports� In fact� for a language to be well�accepted by a wide application�intensive
audience� this is likely a prerequisite� However� this goal is often directly in opposition to
those who wish to make full use of the features of a language�

Typically� real applications of CSPs have been implemented on a case�by�case basis with
all of the software development problems of medium sized software constructed from scratch
for a single use� The applications have been overly speci�c and di�cult to modify� Identical
work has been repeated ad nauseum in the construction of search and consistency algo�
rithms� Speci�c domain constraint algorithms have had to be constructed from scratch and
integrated into a single framework� These factors are consistent with the world that has
been software development� Generally when an application area seems to be widespread and
generalizable enough to justify �perhaps �nancially� the existence of a distributed toolset�
one or more emerge and become accepted �take for example the various window manager
software for X�� The questions for the case of CSP solvers are many� What should go in
the toolset� What model should be the basis for arranging the various tools in the toolset�
How can constraints be �best� expressed in such a toolset� What does �best� mean � is
it �ease of representation�� or perhaps ��exibility of representation�� So� for imperative
types of languages� a toolset could conceivably provide the �genericness� that will stave o�
repeated implementations of the same algorithms and also provide a �sensible� framework
for constraint solving applications�

But what other possibilities might provide a similar solution framework� Logic Program�
ming �languages� with extensions �CCLP� have been suggested� and in the next section of
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this paper� we will examine CCLP speci�cs� and attempt to determine what level of ser�
vice CCLP provides� and whether this is adequate or desirable for either the researcher or
application developer in the domain of combinatorial constraint based problems�

��� Extended Logic Programming� a blackbox alternative

So far we have described the �traditional� approach to solving constraint satisfaction prob�
lems and have outlined a �typical� real domain with real world application� The �traditional�
approach provides a set of tools for the research or application developer that basically serve
as a starting point for the construction of e�cient problem solvers in one domain or possibly
in a broader class of domains� Certainly many of the applications studied have suggested
that certain strategies perform better than others� however� little headway has been made to
date in explicitly categorizing these domains in terms of which strategy suits which domain
and why� Identi�cation of critical domain characteristics that suggest particular solution
strategies is an active and interesting research area today�

�	�	� Logic Programming

Van Hentenryck ����� states �Logic Programming is based on the idea that computation can
be seen as controlled deduction ����� In logic programming� a subset of �rst�order logic known
as Horn claus logic was interpreted procedurally in a nondeterministic �i�e� backtracking
based� recursive language that we know today as Prolog� Prolog corresponds to an e�cient
implementation of a particular sound and complete proof procedure for de�nite clauses�

Prolog� as representative of logic programming languages� has a relational form� Con�
sequently� it provides a convenient way to state constraints which basically describe rela�
tionships� Since nondeterminism is embedded in Prolog� the Prolog user can be naive of
the details of how this is carried out� and can essentially obtain complete solutions based
on simple problem statements while remaining free from the tedium of programming and
maintaining this functionality� Thus� logic programming languages such as Prolog provide�

�� A relational method of stating constraints between the arguments of a predicate that
is at the root of the language�

�� Nondeterminism implicit in the language�

At �rst glance then� Prolog appears a natural for representing and implementing con�
straint problems� and a good conceptual tool for discrete combinatorial problem expression
and solution� The obvious explanation of why this is not the case is the complexity of even
a moderately sized constraint problem� The sheer combinatoric nature of the possible num�
ber of solutions given moderate domain sizes over a variable set results in a large search
space� Horrid e�ciency problems result when a generate�and�test type of approach is used�
which simply generates combinations of variables and domain values and evaluated them as
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candidate problem solutions� A �perfect� or total solution to a CSP is an assignment from
the domain values for each variable to each of the variables template slots� In one simpli�ed
problem that corresponds to the STR problem� each of n variables are to be assigned from
a pool of m possible domain values� with the ordering of the selection corresponding to an
assignment to the variables� There are m choose n candidate solutions for our set� that is�
the number of n�combinations of an m�set�

NumberCandidateSolutions� m��n��n�m�� ���

Thus there are some number of solutions exponential in the size of the number of possible
domain values� m� Note that in many problems� including STR� the number of domain
values typically far dominates the number of variables� Naively generating and testing these
possible solutions is not going to be a good idea� even if we attempt it through a marginally
better approach such as backtracking� As pointed out in Van Hentenryck ������ this type
of approach is dedicated to �recovering� from a failed assignment of value to variable via
backtracking� rather than �avoiding� such an occurrence without blindly wandering into it�

Van Hentenryck ����� outlines the design of Prolog from a position where an algorithm
is de�ned as algorithm � logic� control� where logic refers to the facts and rules specifying
what the algorithm does� and control refers to how the algorithm can be implemented by
applying the rules in a particular order��� Extensions or improvements to logic programming
languages such as Prolog are typically based on the preservation of the logic aspect� and focus
on re�nement of control� Essentially this approach results in a situation where the generate
and test �problem conception� can be maintained� with the supposed simplicity and ease of
use this suggests� and yet the e�ciency of improved backtracking can be enjoyed�

Assuming an underlying Generate and Test scheme� control in Prolog is based on the
Prolog Computation Rule �PCR� which determines two things�

� The order in which goals will be attempted to be satis�ed� where the goals are the
elements of a query or resolvent�

� The order in which rules will be applied� where the rules are the facts in the database
of facts and rules�

If the PCR were changed somewhat so that�

�� if constraints of the form of disequations�� were taken as goals only if they are ground�

�� as soon in the resolution process as the goal set or resolvent contained some ground
disequations� one is selected as the current goal

��Based on Kowalski�s division of labor described brie�y in Sethi 
�����
��Constraints that state that certain variables cannot take on the same value�
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then the way in which Prolog searched would be based on Generate and Test� but would
behave as Backtracking since selection of a constrained to fail variable domain value would
immediately signal a dead end and a backtrack point�

In fact� Prolog implementations frequently make use of more complicated search strategies
known as �Intelligent Backtracking�� These strategies basically attempt to reason in a
limited way about the �failure cause�� On this basis� they backtrack to a previous variable
instantiation that is con�icting� via some constraint� with the current instantiating variable�
They do not blindly backtrack to some intermediate variable that may not be involved with
the constraint� as is the case with standard Backtracking� Van Hentenryck ����� points out
that while this technique can be an improvement� there are theoretical limitations that imply
the necessity of using heuristics for �nding the correct backtracking points� and practical
limitations as there may be signi�cant overhead in locating the backtrack point� Further� it
is observed that it is better to try to avoid these failures rather than to react to them in some
manner after the fact� Towards a more systematic approach� Lookahead search schemes are
suggested as a better way of reducing the search space a priori� In fact� a �exible form of
this systematic reduction of the space is precisely what has been discussed in the context of
our previous requirement of Hybridization for e�ective CSP formulation� In Section ����� we
shall examine more precisely this extension of logic programming to see to what extend the
hybridization requirement is met�

In our previous discussion of Section ������ consistency techniques were introduced which
reduce the search space prior to the explicit discovery of a failure in a backtracking search
approach� Spending work during search in removing variable domain values on the basis
of certain local constraints is essentially preventative work � preventing a dead end before
encountering it during standard backtracking� Van Hentenryck ����� points out quite cor�
rectly that the value of this preventative work has been shown in many application domains�	

to produce substantial improvement over standard backtracking� Further� it is stated that
it should be considered a fundamental primitive in CSP solution�

It would seem a natural extension to a logic programming language to provide consistency
propagation tools as a basic part of a new language� Basically� that is the purpose of the
work described in Van Hentenryck ������ In this work� the intent is to provide consistency
techniques inside logic programming so as not to obscure the descriptiveness that supports
constraint expression� It is observed that logic programs can be written that support these
techniques explicitly but that this approach �complicates� programs �surely they can be no
less complicated than a standard procedural implementation and quite likely more di�cult
to understand�� and are very ine�cient�

�	�	� From Logic Programming to what �

Surely the construction of embedded consistency techniques in a search�based language with
formal descriptive qualites is an important goal� but what form should this embedding

�	Experiments typical of those described in Nadel 
���� support this statement�
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take� Much research is being undertaken currently �Prosser ����� van Run ����� Woods
����a� Woods ����c� Yang � Fong ����� on search strategies that are appropriate for CSPs
in various domains� according to speci�c properties that have been observed in CSPs� New
consistency propagation techniques are being developed and old ones improved on constantly
as the nature of CSP problems in speci�c and general become better understood� Interesting
work �Nadel ���� Prosser ����� van Run ����� has shown that re�combination of search and
consistency propagation directly results in unique and often more e�cient search strategies�
particularly in speci�c domains� Certain domains seem to bene�t with more in�search propa�
gation while others from less� Other work has attempted to view constraint propagation and
search from a single perspective� In this view� the search space may be reduced at any time
through constraint propagation techniques� and that portion explored via search is viewed
as part of a single problem space that is navigated with a dynamically changing search pro�
cedure �Nadel ����� Work such as Nadel ����� and more recently Prosser ������ have
attempted to make generalizations about certain problem properties and relation on search
space and search performance� however� there does not current exist a theory of knowledge
structure and search that suggests de�nite causal links between problem structure and search
performance�

We have seen the �naturalness��
 with which logic programming seems to be capable
of representing relationships such as constraints� Is this �natural approach� su�cient to
meet our previously stated requirement for expressiveness� Since it has been understood for
sometime �indicatively demonstrated for CSPs in Nadel �������� that problem representation
can have a dramatic e�ect on the complexity of problem solution both formally and in
practice� do the facts support the formal declarative qualities of logic programming as being
�rich� enough to support alternative representations and approaches� For example� the
work of Freuder � Wallace ������� Yang � Fong ������� and most recently Woods �����a�
has indicated that representing constraint problems in a hierarchical structure is potentially
valuable in terms of problem solution time� Further� this representation structure� as shown
in Figure 
 on page ��� may provide more than an ordering heuristic for variable binding
in that an explicit mapping between subsequent hierarchical levels of the CSP is in e�ect
supplying additional problem information that would be lacking in a simple declaration
about variables and variable domains� even taking into account the semantics of constraints
�Holte et al� ����� Holte et al� ����� Holte ������ We have seen the logic programming
paradigm of algorithms de�ned as the sum of separately de�ned logic and control where

�
Van Hentenryck 
���� is quite fond of describing the natural link between logic programming repre�
sentation with relations 
as in Prolog and formulating constraints� This claim is apparently based on two
things� 
� the author is exceedingly familiar with the realm of logic programming� and therefore the logic
programming paradigm is �natural�� and 
� relations are a common feature to domain experts who would
commonly wish to specify such things for a machine to solve� and consequently �t into some �typical� ex�
pert�s world�view� It immediately comes to mind that the �natural� way of representation 
or of doing
anything else� for that matter is not necessarily the �most bene�cial�� �most e�cient�� or �most e�ective�
way�
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control basically determines the way in which the logic is applied� However� abstracted
problem representations may be utilized di�erently� The �logic� represented by the problem
speci�cation has a structure that may be exploited explicitly by the control� depending
on problem instance� The �logic� of encoded connections between abstraction levels may
actually serve as problem solution control information as well�

The intent in raising the issues of search and consistency technique integration and CSP
representation issues is to point out that logic programming languages provide both more
and less than standard imperative or functional programming languages in terms of tools for
constructing algorithms� Logic programming languages provide an additional �assumed� for�
mal representation style that must be acknowledged� However� while formalism restricts and
standardizes problem representation� it can result in oversimpli�ication and loss of important
problem content� Additionally� since logic programming has important in�built algorithmic
underpinnings� traditional declarative and functional programming languages provide little
in the way of inherent �high level� algorithmic restrictions� Rather� these languages tend to
support or provide these �advanced� algorithmic features through commercially or publicly
available software libraries of toolsets� These toolsets must be directly manipulated by the
program or application developer� and tool characteristics can be explicitly used or ignored
as desired�

It is easy to imagine a situation where a particular language embeds a single multi�
faceted sorting procedure� and advertises to the language user this procedure as a generic
�all�cases�encompassing� sorting tool� It is conceivable that this tool includes heuristics that
are capable in many situations of adequately determining a search strategy based on input
dataset characteristics� However� the question of all�case appropriateness would seem to be
better left to someone familiar with the type of input or problem semantics than to heuristics
that are at best partially e�ective� at least in the absence of a more encompassing theory
about data sortedness and sorting algorithm applicability�

Standard logic programming languages embed a control strategy based upon one type
of backtracking� This search strategy may be one of many �intelligent� strategies that have
been shown to perform well in various cases� however� there is no existing theory that will map
problem representation accurately to particular search strategy performance� We must be
concerned with determining whether logic programming extended with constraint processing
and modi�ed control structures still falls into trap of limiting the developer unwarrantedly�
Can the backtracking �albeit �intelligent� backtracking� incorporate consistency application�
and consequently easily bene�t from the wealth of information known about constraint
propagation methods�

As we examine this extended version of logic programming we must attempt to keep in
mind the primary issue of determining whether or not this extended language can provide the
expressiveness� search control� consistency propagation� hybridization� and incorporation of
heuristics� early stated in Section ����� as necessary componenets of any set of tools intended
to construct solutions to Constraint Satisfaction Problems�
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�	�	� Logic Programming Extended

In this section we will describe the extensions to logic programming described explicitly in
Van Hentenryck ����� as they relate to the embedding of consistency propagation tech�
niques� and explain how this new language is able to handle many constraint problems
including STR with a very simple encoding� Essentially extended logic programming is pro�
viding a toolset that is capable of propagation of constraints to reduce domains during search
and relies on three detailed search strategies that have been shown to be successful across
many practical problems���

The primary extensions are�

�� Predicate domain declarations or constraints which restrict the range of the argu�
ments of predicate�s variables� i�e� domain variables�

�� General or weak� methods for controlling the inference process in the absence
of much domain�speci�c control information� Speci�cally� these methods result in the
use of particular inference rules with speci�c constraints� Essentially� three types of
declarations are potentially introduced� each which entails the creation of a di�erent
control rule� These declarations are�

� Forward Declarations� which de�ne for each predicate that the predicate is a
constraint� and that forward checking inference may be applied for this predicate�
Predicates or constraints are de�ned so that the last variable Vn �or forward
variable� in a predicate P �V����Vn� has its domain reduced when the �rst n �
� variables in P are instantiated to ground� In this way� the domain of Vn is
explicitly reduced during search� and the values discarded cannot be used again
as values for Vn� The ground value of Vn is determined only when there is precisely
one domain value remaining for Vn� These declarations support the construction
of a Forward Checking �FC� search strategy in logic programming�

� Lookahead Declarations� basically generalization of Forward Declarations� where
when P is a constraint� at least one of the variables of the constraint is a domain�
variable� For these predicates� instantiation of the ground variables results in a
reduction of the space of the domain variables� possibly resulting in a reduction
of one or more of them� This is described in Van Hentenryck ����� as a general
mechanism for enforcing n�consistency between the lookahead�variables�

� Partial Lookahead Declarations� which are applicable in the same cases as
the Lookahead Declarations� but which are basically a cross between Forward and
Lookahead� where some of the domain values are reduced based on certain speci�c
partial variable groundings in the P predicate�constraint�

��These domains include graph coloring� scheduling with constraints� and several other optimization
problems�
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Of critical importance to this paper is the fact that Lookahead may be inter�
preted as generalization of AC�� and AC�� consistency propagation algorithms
as described in Mackworth ���

�� Mackworth ���
� and elsewhere� Van Hen�
tenryck ����� observes that both techniques have advantages and disadvantages
dependent on the problem in particular� and the choice is best left as a parameter
to the user� This observation is critical since these two consistency techniques are
only but two representatives of a continuous string of newly emerging algorithms
�of both global and local applicability�� Therefore this selection of two represen�
tatives is woefully inadequate� and their combination into search is insu�ciently
�exible to provide a full range of capability of the hybrid search algorithm� Essen�
tially the search underlying this extended language is hybrid� but only a restricted
subset of hybrids can be represented� and worst of all� there is no way to extend
this coverage without further extension to the language�

�� Speci�c or strong� methods applicable when speci�c information about a con�
straint is known explicitly in advance� Speci�c methods achieve the same pruning as
is the case for general methods� however� are typically specializations of the general
methods for particular constraints and domains� One obvious example of a speci�c
is arithmetic rules in a mathematical domain where the instantiation of two variables
might imply a new range on a third that is speci�ed by some arithmetical combination
of the �rst two�

�� Choice methods governing the selection of value ordering for a particular variable�
and variable selection for instantiation� The following are supported���

� Variable Choice� based on the �rst�fail principle where we wish to try vari�
ables that are likely to fail �rst� essentially trying the most di�cult part of the
search space �rst� Thus� �rst�fail bases the selection on the variable that is the
most constrained in terms of the smallest domain� Since the extended logic lan�
guage is maintaining explicit domain ranges� this is possible where traditional
logic languages had no equivalent explicit representation� Another provided op�
tional heuristic improvement is choosing the variable �in case of domain size ties�
that will have to satisfy the most constraints�

� Constraints as Choices� constraints on the search space may take the form not
only of assumed variable bindings from a domain� but also assumed constraint
results without a constraint evaluation where one is not possible� perhaps due to
insu�cient binding information� This constraint assumption becomes a backtrack
point just as a variable instantiation point���

��Notably missing from this list is domain value ordering� an often discussed search heuristic� that may
have easy application in some domains 
such as the case where a smaller domain value may be desirable�

��This is a very interesting extension that has not to my knowledge been explored very deeply to date in
AI�Search research� at least not experimentally with CSPs�
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�� Optimization methods� including branch and bound search that supports min�max
types of problems based on problem splitting coupled with two options for search�
best��rst and depth��rst�

�	�	� What extended logic programming provides

Logic programming languages are well known and wide�spread� Consequently� it is reasonable
to assume that many programmers and researchers are familiar with and comfortable with
the representation style and behaviour of these languages� and will follow the conceptual
jump to improved search behaviour and constraint support in such languages� The question
of whether they provide adequate expressiveness appears to have been overlooked in favor
of �familiarity� and convenience�

Use of extended logic programming for the representation and solution of constraint sat�
isfaction problems is certainly going to be more e�cient than was the case for standard logic
programming for the simple reason that the extensions have made use of search procedures
and heuristics that have been demonstrated in speci�c experimental work in the impera�
tive world of problem solution� where search algorithms are coded and tested across various
domains� Earlier logic programming backtracking and a posteriori constraint checking has
been abandoned in the rest of the constraint satisfation world for many years in other than
toy domains�

It is certainly true that provision of a standardized approach and toolset for the rep�
resentation and solution of CSPs is bene�cial� but extension of logic programming has ac�
complished this only in part� and from the point of view of encompassing the richness and
�exibility of hybirdized search� it is not clear at all what justi�cation can be given for limiting
to just three control strategy basics� Standardization must creep in in any tool that hopes
to be widely used� however� the overlimitation of these design assumptions appears to be
only a product of the language used �logic programming� and motivated by little else�

�	�	
 What is missing in extended Logic Programming�

�� Representation Issues

New languages derived from logic programming languages such as Prolog which retain
the �relational� based problem description are limited in that richer representation
schemes such as abstraction do not appear to �t cleanly into the language approach�
Other work has been discussed that makes use of this additional expressivness to model
problem characteristics such as explicit expert problem decomposition into parts or
into a hierarchy of abstraction based speci�cations� It seems that the simplicity that
lends the attractive intuitive �naturalness� of constraint speci�cation as relations may
actually be a strong restriction to problem description�

�� Control Issues
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Logic programming intentionally draws a hard boundary between problem speci�cation
or logic and problem solution or control� Recent work has shown decisively that prob�
lem representation can not only be exploited in control or search strategies� but that
richer problem representation languages that can account for abstration or problem de�
composition can achieve great performance improvements speci�cally by crossing this
boundary� and allowing representation to guide control� It is interesting to note that� in
a sense� the control speci�cation inherent in these richer schemes is exploited on the ba�
sis of other �naturalness� arguments such as �problems are more naturally represented
as hierarchies of increasing complexity�� or �problems are more naturally represented
as a sum or their parts�� The e�ectiveness of divide�solve�combine algorithms in many
other areas of computer science is another example of this type of thinking� Decoupling
of control and representation may be �clean� but it doesn�t appear to be �smart��

Extended logic programming as described in Van Hentenryck ����� extends tradi�
tional logic programming primarily by improving on the control rule underlying logic
programming languages to take advantage of three �better� control rules based on
Forward Checking search� Partial Lookahead search� and Lookahead search� These
strategies attempt to reduce the search space through domain reduction during search
a priori and consequently may be identi�ed as three discrete combinations of search and
consistency propagation selected from a continuous world of possible combinations of
search and consistency algorithms� While many domains show dramatic improvement
with the use of these search algorithms in place of standard �intelligent� backtracking�
this author is unaware of any theory which would suggest that these three are de�ni�
tively superior to other search strategies� or represent some �best merge� of consistency
and propagation with respect to the types of problems they will be applied against�
Consequently� it appears that limiting the degree of �exibility of search to these three
control rules is unnecessarily limiting in general�

�	�	� Conclusions

Logic programming is unnecessarily limited in terms of both representation and division
between logic and control� possibly at the expense of both performance and accuracy of
problem representation� In conclusion� the extension of logic programming with search
strategies that embody a higher degree of in�search consistency propagation will provide a
language that may be applied to domains of increased complexity� However� since there
is no clear break�point between research and application that suggests these strategies as
�superior� in some application sense� it seems arbitrary to limit to these only� when perhaps
a more general control structure with a �exible approach to consistency propagation in�search
would be more appropriate�

It is true� that extended logic programming as described in Van Hentenryck ����� is now
capable of addressing several real domains� It provides a toolset that includes the primary
sources of e�ciency demonstrated by earlier imperative application testing such as the AC��
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and AC�� arc�consistency algorithms coupled at least partially �exibly with a search engine
capable of accomodating several types of search heuristics�

Additionally� the representation expressiveness appears to be su�cient to achieve rea�
sonable results across many common CSP domains� and with relative ease of programming
since the underlying control and algorithmic necessities of such a system are e�ectively hid�
den from the user� However� these same features and functionality can be observed in library
toolsets that provide AC algorithms and search procedures in parameterized and connected
fashion along with a language capable of easily expressing constraints� Since such a toolset
is not known to exist at present� extended logic programming languages seem to be the eas�
iest and best available tool� however� their lack of �exibility and ability to include extended
algorithms in place of the ones ensconsed in the language will preclude their longevity in
such a dynamic and growing area�
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